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What happens when the gods die?
			
When they become aesthetic
			
Constellations to map the sky?
			Well.
			
We are brought back to the earth.
						— Dr. Thomas Fick
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Thanks for picking up this volume of Manchac Review! I hope you enjoy it, but more
than that, I hope it compels you to write and create conversations through your words
and art. I pondered for a while what profound words I might impart through a “Letter
from the Editor.” I’ve always admired editorial comments in journals, newspapers, and
magazines, but what could I possibly say to this beautiful community of scholars, writers,
and artists? I figured I’d just give you my sincere heart.
For starters, this is not your ordinary volume of the journal. While the Manchac Review
stands as a creative publication for student work, this particular volume exists as the
pivotal moment when the publication shifted. As many people know, the publication
lost momentum and struggled for a few years. However, the right people joined together
to make this issue possible. We also published a back issue last semester, and we plan to
remain on track for an annual publication.
I am grateful to Dr. David Hanson and Dr. Jason Landrum for entrusting this editorial
position to me. I have learned much about the publishing world and continue to enjoy
it. However, I know it would not have been possible without the selfless and determined
efforts of many people. Samantha Reine, our brilliant fiction editor, dedicated countless
hours to reading through stories and poetry with me, and she brings passionate ideas
to the publication. She also helps with our open mic series, Manchac Live! I am also
grateful to the entire staff in the Writing Center. I enjoy working in the academically
stimulating environment we create together in the Writing Center to enrich the writing
experience for students. Katrina Thomas inspired me with her level of intellect and
her dedicated work ethics. I’ve grown just by being in her presence and listening to
her talk about poetry and HTML. Our advisor, Dr. Alison Pelegrin, continues to
support and provide insight into the publication to help curtail publishing issues and
expand the publication’s readership and submissions. Kirsten Mixon and Marley Stuart,
now alumni, worked with me during my first semester as editor and helped make the
transition easier. The Lion’s Roar graciously covered many of our events each semester to
help inform the campus of opportunities to come together for words and art. The work
is a team effort, and I am honored to be a part of this dynamic team.
When you read through this collection, you will find works by undergraduate and
graduate students alike. In this position, I appreciate the interaction with contributors.
Many of the writers revised their poems and short stories several times. They endured
our incessant nitpicking. Some expanded their plots. Some, as Stephen King puts it,
“sacrificed their babies.” As a writer, it is difficult to delete content, but it is necessary
for growth. As a graduate student, I’ve learned that the academic environment is
not just about learning information and finishing an assignment perfectly, but it is
about becoming a passionate, lifelong learner in my field. That’s why I appreciate this
publication. I’ve found that learning continues to happen through every exchange of
conversation, every story, every poem, and every piece of art. All of it helps make us
better writers.
We have categorized these pieces into works of fiction, followed by works of art and
poetry. Considering that racial tensions have increased in our country, I thought it
worked best to open the journal with a story about segregation in the South as told
through the eyes of a child. In fact, five of our fiction pieces include child characters
that face adult-sized issues. We also have a short fiction piece entitled “The Night and
the Day.” Perhaps that is the best way to describe these works, a dichotomy of love and
loss, and a few things in between. I hope you inhale it all, and welcome you to join in
the conversation of life.
Kim Calhoun
Executive Editor
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Everyone Will Know
John Henry smoothed back his hair and straightened his bow tie. He’d used roughly
an ounce of pomade to slick his hair back, and he’d straightened his bow tie three times
already, but when you’re calling on that special lady you try to look your best. He reached
up and rang the bell. He did it only once, just like his mama told him. The door swung
open and a maid with sparkling brown eyes filled the doorway.
“Why Mr. John Henry,” she said, a mischievous smile playing with her almond colored lips, “you back already?”
“Yes, Nelly. I’ve come to speak with Miss Izzy about some business.”
“You’d better come in then,” Nelly said, stepping aside for him to pass through.
The maid led her visitor into the parlor. A simple room, it boasted a sofa, two sitting
chairs, and a coffee table. Bird-and-flower wallpaper covered the walls except a bare portion occupied by a large bay window that showed ample signs of being the favorite part
of the room. The lace curtains were carefully arranged, and one of the sitting chairs had
been pulled up near it, an unfinished handkerchief resting on the seat. John Henry noticed these possible conversation pieces as he lowered himself onto Miss Izzy’s couch. He
rested his ankle on his knee, as he had seen his papa do many times, and crossed his arms.
“John Henry Jackson!” Miss Izzy chided the young boy as she bustled into the room.
“I believe you were here just yesterday.” Her brown hair flowed loosely over her shoulders,
and she appeared mildly out of breath. Her cheeks flushed prettily, like she’d been outside
in the humid heat.
“Look at this frog I caught only moments ago,” she said, lifting up a jar with a hassled
looking toad sitting inside. John Henry lifted himself off the sofa, careful not to muss his
clothes.
“It’s a very nice speci-speci…”
“Specimen,” Miss Izzy finished for him.
“Right, like cinnamon.”
“Would you like to keep him?”
Slightly offended by the offer, John Henry declined. She wouldn’t offer a toad to any
grown man who came calling.
Miss Izzy noted his grouchy face. “So, what brings you to my house this afternoon,
John Henry?” she asked. “Nelly said you were here on business.”
“Yes, Miss Izzy. Well, you see … I’ve really been struggling with my spelling,” John
Henry said. “I was hopin’–hoping–you might help me with it a little bit each afternoon
for a few weeks.”
Miss Izzy looked at the boy, the corners of her mouth twitching up.
“John Henry? You know that spelling test I gave the class today? You spelled every
word perfectly.”
“Did I really!” he exclaimed.
“You sure did. Which tells me that, maybe, you don’t need any extra help with your
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spelling.”
The boy turned tomato red.
“I reckon I was just a little nervous,” he said, lapsing back into his regular way of speaking. Miss Izzy pressed the frog jar into his hand.
“It’s for you,” she said. “And something tells me you could use some milk and some of
Nelly’s oatmeal raisin cookies.” Miss Izzy stood up to call Nelly, but a gentleman passing
by the bay window caught her attention.
“Harrison!” she exhaled, then turned to John Henry and blushed a deep rouge.
“John Henry, I’m gonna need you to go on home now,” she said. A gentle hand steered
the child to the front door. Over her shoulder, Miss Izzy hollered to Nelly that Mr. Poché
was at the back door. Depositing John Henry on the porch, she briefly stooped to his
level and plucked his chin saying, “Come back tomorrow for those cookies!” John Henry
stomped down the porch stairs, kicked the dirt, and undid his bow tie.
His first attempt at courting had not gone as planned.
***
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The following day, a group of girls were playing skip-rope in the schoolyard near where
a grim John Henry was sitting. Usually he would have been involved in a vigorous game
of tag with the other third grade boys, but after being kicked out of Miss Izzy’s house for
a grown man, he didn’t feel like it. The bench at the far end of the yard had attracted him,
and he sat with his chin pressed into his palm, thinking how age doesn’t matter when you
love someone.
“Luke and Maybelle sitting in a tree, K-I-S-S-I-N-G!” chanted the girls in singsong
melody.
Serves him right, thought John Henry. Luke had carved his and Maybelle’s initials on
the tree out behind the school house. Now everyone knew about it. John Henry felt certain
that he would never be stupid enough to put his initials with some girl’s on the school tree.
Everybody went there to see if someone had carved their initials inside a big heart. The
town wasn’t that big of an area; any idiot could figure out whose initials were whose.
“John Henry,” said Miss Izzy as she came upon where he was seated, “you’re not playing tag today.”
John Henry shook his head.
“Are you coming to my house for cookies, still?” Another shake. Miss Izzy’s eyes widened.
“Why not, John Henry Jackson?”
“Because Mr. Poché will prob’ly show up, and I’ll get shooed out again,” he snapped.
Miss Izzy tilted back her head and laughed until her green eyes glistened with tears.
“Not today,” she said. “Mr. Poché’s got business out of town all day.”
“You like him, don’t you?” John Henry asked.
“Mr. Poché is a very good friend. We grew up together, even attended college together.
He’s a member of the school board, too.” Miss Izzy pointed to a swing set on the other end
of the schoolyard. “You can thank him for that,” she said with a smile.
“Is he just a friend?”
“Now, that is none of your business,” Miss Izzy said, tapping the boy’s nose. John
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Henry frowned and crossed his arms.
“Well, I can’t come anyway because my mama has a charity tea this afternoon, and
she wants me there.”
Miss Izzy winked at John Henry.
“Alright, but don’t you go saying I didn’t try.” She hoisted herself up from the bench
and headed off toward where the girls were playing skip-rope.
“Wait!” John Henry cried. Miss Izzy faced the boy. He scraped the toe of his shoe
through the dirt.
“I guess I could come on Saturday, if that’d be okay.”
Miss Izzy smiled down at John Henry, her eyes twinkling.
“One o’clock. Don’t be late now. You can come help me pick my chicken tree.”
John Henry watched Miss Izzy join in the game of skip-rope, hopping and skipping
gracefully with each twirl of the rope.

John Henry tugged at his collar, struggling to soften the edges rubbing against his
neck.
“Honey, you used too much starch on this collar,” he whined to the stout maid preparing tarts in Mrs. Annabelle Jackson’s kitchen.
“I did what your momma wanted me to,” she responded, bending carefully over each
tiny tart shell and spooning out a measure of custard. The ring finger of her left hand bore
a small tattoo in the shape of a bird.
“You can tell mama never had to wear starched collars,” John Henry said, watching
the little bird dive and rise with each spoon.
“You get in there now,” Honey chided. “I think I heard some chattering women come
in the front door. I wonder your momma didn’t holler me out to let them in.”
“Probably old Missus LaBeouf,” John Henry groaned. “You think she’s gonna stay a
long time?”
“Mister John Henry, I’m through talking with you. Better get in that parlor room
before your momma has a fit and I take the blame.”
John Henry hugged his nurse’s ample frame, straining to wrap his arms around her
waist. “Save me one of those tarts special?” he pleaded on his way out the kitchen. The old
maid swung her spoon at him, but a twinkle had made its way into her dark eyes.
The parlor had been slowly filling up for the past half hour. John Henry sat on a chair
in the corner, trying to stay out of sight. Mrs. LaBeouf seated herself on the most prominent chair and engaged his mama in shameful gossip. He watched from the corner of his
eyes as her thick bodice heaved up and down, the buttons on her blouse straining with
every breath.
“Well, Annabelle, our president has gone and started campaigning for another term
in office. I don’t think Mr. Kennedy will have too much trouble getting in again. He’s
handsome enough to have the support of all the ladies,” began Mrs. LaBeouf.
“Did you see the first lady’s outfit the other night on the television? I intend to have
Honey fix one up just the same for me. It was so elegant,” replied Mrs. Jackson.
“Of course you know it’s perfectly disgraceful,” the old woman countered. John
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Henry’s mama looked taken aback.
“What is?”
“Why the way that Martin Luther King is leading his band of Negroes on some equality march real soon, or it might even be going on right now. I forget what Elliot told me
this morning.”
“It’s rather unfortunate that Negroes feel like they’re bein’ mistreated. I had an extra
bathroom installed on the house especially for Honey to use. A bathroom all to herself.
Now I don’t call that mistreatment, do you?”
“Of course not, dear, that was very nice of you. Elliot prefers that our Negroes use the
one outside, though. It’s absolutely disgraceful how that Isabel Fuchs is about her Negro
maid,” stated Mrs. LaBeouf. “You would think that she and that Negro were sisters. The
maid lives in the house, and I even heard they use the same toilet!”
Mrs. Jackson let out a squeak. John Henry leaned forward in his seat, straining to hear.
“You know Harrison Poché is courting her,” Mrs. LaBeouf bristled.
“The maid?” John Henry’s mother gasped.
“No, not the maid! Heavens above, child! Isabel!” Mrs. LaBeouf scolded.
John Henry sat straight up in his chair.
“I was passing by that old house of hers the other day, and I saw him walking up to the
house all by himself. It wasn’t the first time I’d seen him heading there, so I rolled down
the window of my car and said, ‘Mr. Poché! Now don’t you go falling in love with any
Negro lover!’ And do you know what he said to me? He said, ‘Don’t worry, Mrs. LaBeouf;
I know she’s too good for me.’ Then he started laughing as smug as you like and went
straight on up to the house. I’m expecting we’ll have a wedding ‘round here soon, though
God knows she doesn’t deserve it, him being from a plantation family and all!”
John Henry bit his tongue.
***
Miss Izzy’s house was both the pride and the disgrace of her neighborhood. The house
itself was small and whitewashed, but it made up for this inferiority with an expansive,
octagonal porch that wrapped around the house. The gardens overflowed with any kind of
plant that would survive in Louisiana soil; however, the real glory and horror was a bush
situated in the front yard that had somehow allowed a tree to grow up through its middle.
Worse than that, it served as a roosting point for Miss Izzy’s rooster and two hens. The
birds claimed the tree as a foundling, and Miss Izzy only groomed it in order to make it
more comfortable for the birds to take a rest. The town knew it as the “chicken tree.” The
children loved it, but the neighborhood association couldn’t agree.
When John Henry arrived at Miss Izzy’s house Saturday afternoon, she was out working in her gardens. She wore a blouse tucked into slacks, a handkerchief on her head, and
no shoes. She greeted John Henry with a grin and a wave.
“Take a seat on the swing, John Henry. I’ll be with you in just a moment.”
Seated on the swing, John Henry watched the hens struggle to fly up into the chicken
tree. The rooster, his jade plumage fountaining out his backside, had already succeeded in
mounting the tree.
“Why don’t he help them?” John Henry asked Miss Izzy when she joined him.

“The rooster? I don’t know. He’s not much of a gentleman, but I’ll tell you this. When
his hens are in danger, he turns into a foul-mouthed bull,” she replied with a laugh.
Nelly came onto the porch carrying a tray of cookies and two glasses of milk.
“I got your cookies, Mr. John Henry,” she said, offering him and Miss Izzy one of her
goods. When she had finished serving, she plucked one off the tray and headed back into
the house. John Henry had been nurturing a jealous feeling in his chest since his mama’s
tea, but now the feelings melted away as he sat eating cookies on Miss Izzy’s porch.
A sleek, shiny car turned onto the street and John Henry watched as it sped along
the road.
“I think that’s a Mercedes-Benz!” he enthused. “I’ve always wanted one of those 300
SL models.”
Miss Izzy turned pale at the sight of the car speeding up the road. John Henry was
surprised when the car screeched to a halt outside Miss Izzy’s house, and Mr. Harrison
Poché emerged from under the gull wing door. Miss Izzy met him at the top of the stairs.
“Harrison, what are you doing here already? I told you not to come until three.”
“I didn’t think you’d mind if I came early,” he chuckled. Miss Izzy frowned, then
glanced over her shoulder at John Henry.
“I have a guest.”
“I see that. Hello, young man, what’s your name?”
John Henry scowled at the intruder. Miss Izzy grasped Mr. Poché by the hand.
“You shouldn’t have come,” she warned.
“Everyone will know soon enough anyway,” he reassured. Miss Izzy looked around
anxiously, then rolled up to her tiptoes and pecked Mr. Poché on the lips.
“Go on inside,” she whispered, “and Nelly will get you something to drink.” Mr.
Poché pressed her hand, then obeyed.
John Henry did not wait for Miss Izzy to remember he was there. Immediately after
the timid kiss, he rushed to the side of the house. Hatred for Mr. Poché bubbled inside
him, causing him to ignore Miss Izzy’s worried calls. As he passed by the bay window, he
heard a noise. A wet, sucking noise dotted with soft, little groans. The curtains on the
window were drawn, but a child-sized peek-hole remained. John Henry walked up to the
window and pressed his face to the glass. Inside the parlor, he saw Mr. Poché and Nelly
clasped in each other’s arms. John Henry had never seen two humans kiss like that before.
“John Henry, where are you?!” Miss Izzy cried.
He snapped back from the window, slid under the porch rail, and took off running
across Miss Izzy’s backyard. The voice had sounded close, as though Miss Izzy was about
to round the front porch and discover him gaping in her window. He climbed the fence at
the far end of the yard and disappeared into the cow pasture. Stopping to catch his breath,
John Henry fell to thinking about what he had just seen.
Did Miss Izzy know about Nelly and Mr. Poché? The kiss Miss Izzy had given Mr.
Poché on the porch had been soft and unsure. John Henry relished how embarrassed Miss
Izzy would be if she knew. He only needed to decide how to tell her.
***
John Henry arrived panting at the old oak tree. He located the most prominent and
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least damaged spot to carve Nelly’s and Mr. Poché’s initials. He pulled a Swiss Army knife
from his pocket and flicked it open. He stabbed the tree, splitting the bark and producing
a thin sap. Then he began carving out a heart in the tree’s flesh. Curls of tree skin rose up
from around the blade and fell to the ground as John Henry painstakingly carved out each
letter. Once he had finished, he surveyed his work. The green monster in his chest soared
and danced. He smoothed the surface where the names were freshly cut, then patted his
work.
John Henry left the schoolyard whistling. On the way out, he passed Sarah Ellen
LaBeouf, Mrs. LaBeouf’s granddaughter. A merciless smile stretched across his face; Sarah
Ellen would be better than a bullhorn.
***
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“Dear God! Wake up, John Henry!” The boy’s mama shook him out of bed, and
dragged him to his closet. Dazed by the sudden arousal, the boy allowed himself to be
tugged along. The panicked face of his mother appeared in front of him.
“Fire’s spreading through the neighborhood like a forest fire. The fire marshal said to
get out the house as quickly as possible. The blaze isn’t slowing down. Grab anything you
need!”
He was given only a moment to collect any necessities, then John Henry was being
pulled again, this time downstairs in the blind wake of his panicked mother.
“How’d the fire start?” he asked, when they were safely out of the house. His father
held his mother. John Henry surveyed the smoldering houses farther down the street, a
sinking feeling in his stomach. All his neighbors had gathered in the streets to watch and
pray as the vicious blaze clawed its way toward their homes. Children were seated on blankets or tucked into their parents’ arms.
“Miss Izzy’s house got set on fire,” his father stated, jaw clenched.
John Henry’s heart lodged in his throat.
“On fire? Who set it on fire?”
“The Klan did,” his father said. “They found out her Negro maid was having an affair
with Mr. Poché.”
John Henry took off running down the street toward Miss Izzy’s house, ignoring
his father’s and mother’s calls to come back. Trees blazed with fire, their long arms reaching upward in a plea for mercy. The sky was lit up from the flames, and black smoke
rolled and curled on the horizon. The air was hot and dry when John Henry reached Miss
Izzy’s house. All around, civilians and firefighters were trying to staunch the blaze, but it
wouldn’t die. One fireman mentioned gasoline, and different tactics were tried. A frantic
figure was running around, sobbing and wringing her hands.
“Miss Izzy!” cried John Henry, running up to her. The figure stopped and accepted
him into her arms. Her hair was tangled from sleeping and her white nightgown was black
and gray from the soot.
“Oh, John Henry, they took her,” she sobbed into the boy’s neck. “Oh, good God,
they took her. They took her.” Miss Izzy released John Henry and began pacing about. A
wild look had replaced the soft, self-controlled features John Henry had grown so used to.
“They were going to get married!” she screamed at no one in particular. “He was
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going to marry her! They’ve been engaged for months! What was wrong with that? Nothing!” Miss Izzy kicked the ground with her bare foot, causing a dark red stain to blossom
against the smoke-blackened cement of the road. She stopped pacing and slowly raised
her head up to the sky as if she had just understood something she hadn’t before. Then she
returned her gaze to the burning house before her.
“Nothing was wrong except she was born with dark skin, instead of white!” she whispered. Her features convulsed, her whole body rigid, and she screamed until she collapsed.
John Henry dropped to the ground beside her and wrapped his arms around her
shoulders, his chin pressed into her neck. He noticed that the hens had moved to another
yard, but the rooster was lying on the ground, its neck bent and twisted.
“What about Mr. Poché?” he asked. A sob escaped Miss Izzy.
“I don’t know. His house was set on fire, too. But being out there in the middle of
nowhere, I don’t know.”
John Henry tightened his arms around her, tears soaking the back of her nightgown.
Bile rose up in his throat as his stomach churned. This is my fault, all my fault, he thought.
His mouth opened, a confession ready to come out, but his tongue froze. Miss Izzy would
hate him, and he couldn’t bear that. A shiver passed through his body. Miss Izzy pulled
the trembling boy where she could see him, surveying his agony with pity. Her eyes were
red and tear stains had cut through the grime on her face. John Henry watched as the once
beautiful, whitewashed house collapsed, timber and ash spraying onlookers like shrapnel.
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This can’t be happening!
It was 8:26 a.m. on Thursday. Kate Utley jumped out of bed in a panic. She had
set an alarm for 6:30, but it did not go off. She found her phone completely dead.
Thought I had put it on the charger last night.
She checked the cord and realized it was not plugged into the wall.
Of course.
She quickly got dressed and fixed her dirty blonde hair in a loose bun. Then, she
grabbed her black and purple Nikes out of the bathroom.
“Mama!” yelled in a high-pitched voice.
“I’m coming, Sweetie!”
She tightened her laces and headed to the bedroom across the hall.
“Hey Mama,” Elizabeth said as Kate walked in.
“Morning, Sweetheart.”
Kate rushed over to a little white dresser in the corner. She pulled out a Disney
Princess Pull-Up, a small school uniform, and some socks. Elizabeth rolled on her back
and stretched.
“We have to rush. Mama overslept again,” Kate said as she started dressing her.
Elizabeth giggled and held her arms out for Kate to change her shirt. Elizabeth
was almost five years old although she was often mistaken for a small toddler because of
her lack of mobility. Elizabeth had been diagnosed with a neurological disorder called cerebral palsy at eight months old. Kate pulled a white polo shirt over Elizabeth’s head. Then,
she picked Elizabeth up and buckled her in her small purple wheelchair.
“Where is your other shoe?” Kate asked as she looked around the room.
Elizabeth pointed her tiny bony finger down towards the bottom of her bed. Kate
reached under and found the little pink sneaker.
“I’ll grab you a granola bar on the way out,” she said as she laced the sneakers up.
Elizabeth nodded and pressed the power button on her joystick. As Elizabeth
made her way to the front door, Kate grabbed everything they both needed for the day. It
was no more than a couple minutes later that Kate came rushing to the front door with
everything in hand.
“Let’s go,” Kate exclaimed as she locked the old wooden door.

* * *
“Bye, Mama!”
“Have a wonderful day Sweetie.” Kate kissed Elizabeth’s little forehead. “I love
you.”
“I love you too!” Elizabeth replied happily.

Kate hurried back to her maroon jeep and headed to Southeastern Louisiana
University.
Deep breaths, deep breaths.
It was 9:39 a.m. when she got to the entrance of the Kinesiology Building. She
dashed through the door and quickly walked down the hall to Room 100. She exhaled
deeply as she reached the classroom door.
Please don’t be locked, Kate thought as she grabbed the old rusty doorknob. It was
locked. So she softly knocked and adjusted her dark grey backpack. A guy at the front desk
opened the door, and she quickly entered.
“Thanks,” she whispered as she passed him. There were no open desks except two
in the back row towards the window.
Great.
“Osteokinematics focuses on gross movements of bones and joints,” Professor
Brown said as he wrote on the whiteboard.
Kate started carefully sliding between the desks. She suddenly tripped over somebody’s backpack, but managed to retain her balance. Her face turned a deep shade of pink
as she hurried to sit down.
“Arthrokinematics focuses on intrinsic movement in joints,” Professor Brown
continued.
Today can’t get any worse.
She unzipped her backpack and got out her pen and notebook. Since she missed
half the lecture, the class seemed to pass by in a blink of an eye.
“This class’s average was pretty good,” stated Professor Brown as he started to
hand back Scantrons.
Kate was nervous to see her grade because it was one of the hardest midterms
she’d had. It was fill-in-the-blank and each question was worth ten points. Professor
Brown finally reached her desk and placed her scantron in front of her. She smiled and
glanced at the slim green rectangular-shaped sheet. There was an 81 printed in red ink
below her name.
What a relief!
She slipped the Scantron in her notebook and put the notebook back in her backpack.
“Read chapters 4 and 6 for next class,” Professor Brown said as he walked back to
the front. “Enjoy the rest of your day.”
As soon he finished his sentence, everyone stood up and started walking out of the
door. Kate’s phone suddenly rang as she stepped out of the building.
“Hey,” she answered.
“Hey. They double shifted me again,” replied a deep voice. “I won’t be able to take
her to physical therapy tomorrow.”
Kate clenched her left fist and exhaled.
“Really, Jay?” her voice thickened. “You promised you would take her.”
She could feel the back of her neck getting hot.
“I know but I am expected to work until 5 now,” Jay said. “I’m sorry. I really am.”
She rolled her bright green eyes. She had heard him say sorry too many times.
Hearing him say it now did not matter to her anymore.
Manchac Review
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“I’m not the one you should be apologizing to,” she said as she hung up.
***
“Ewwww, she’s drooling like a baby again!”
Elizabeth was tracing the letter B when Alex noticed drool dribble down her pale
chin.
“Gross!”
The room suddenly filled with laughter. Elizabeth could feel her face blush as she
tried hard to not burst into tears.
“Class,” Mrs. Taylor shouted.
The laughter quickly turned into silence.
“That was very rude of you Alex,” she said as she stood over him. “Go apologize to
Elizabeth right now.”
Alex nodded and walked over to Elizabeth, who just kept her eyes down on her
sheet of paper.
“Sorry, Elizabeth,” he mumbled as he approached her desk.
Elizabeth nicely grinned and nodded. Alex just turned around and stomped back
to his desk.
I am no baby. I am no baby. I am me! she thought as she glanced back at him.
15/16 - VOL 4

***
“I just wish he would open his eyes and realize he has real responsibilities now.”
Kate was walking out of the Library with her best friend Jenny Cooper.
“He is a guy,” Jenny said as she slipped her pink lipstick out of her purse. “Guys
never truly grow up.”
She put on the lipstick and smacked her lips together. Jenny was a tall blonde
bombshell who always dressed like she was appearing in a fashion show.
“I know.” Kate said as she pushed the door open. “It’s just frustrating.”
They stepped down the Library’s front steps and headed towards the Kinesiology
Building.
“I just don’t want her to go through what I went through with my own dad,” Kate
added.
A group of guys walked by them. A couple glanced back and smiled at her and
Jenny. Jenny just rolled her eyes and adjusted her hot pink backpack.
“Maybe she won’t. Maybe she will. Either way, she will still have you by her side.”
They stopped at the stop sign, and Kate retied her hair.
“Yep,” Kate smiled. “She always will.”
After a red Chevy truck drove by, they crossed the street.
“Well, I have to go find my idiotic brother,” Jenny hugged her. “He almost burned
the damn house down last night.”
“Oh gosh,” Kate chuckled. “Crazy ol’Chris.”
“Yeah,” Jenny said as she gave Kate a quick hug. “Well, text me later.”
“Alright. Bye.”
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“Bye.”
As Kate approached her car, she saw a little rectangular-shaped piece of paper
sticking out from the windshield and a bright yellow rubber boot on the back wheel.
Not again!
She walked over to the windshield and grabbed the piece of paper.
“VIOLATION: TAKING UP TWO SPACES AND NO PARKING TAG.”
“Seriously! I can’t catch a damn break!”
She inhaled deeply and walked away.

It was recess time. Elizabeth rolled to the far left corner of the playground. Beyond the monkey bars and swing set, there was a small oak tree standing a foot away from
the fence. The tree was the home of a family of sparrows. Elizabeth loved sitting under the
oak tree listening to their sweet melodies.
“Hey Blossom, Bubbles, and Buttercup,” Elizabeth smiled as she approached the
tree and looked up at the nest. “Eaten any juicy worms lately?”
The nest was made out of dark green lichen and tannish-brown twigs. It rested
on the highest branch on the right side of the tree. Elizabeth had watched the three little
babies hatch out of their eggs the previous month and named them after her favorite
cartoon characters, the Power-Puff Girls. They were chirping as their mother flapped her
small dark brown-feathered wings.
“I wish I had wings like you, Mama Bird” said Elizabeth as she continued to
admire the bird’s wings, “So I can fly far, far away.”
She suddenly glanced back at the other kids playing and laughing.
“Far, far away from them,” she sighed. “All of them.”
***
“I promise you I’ll pay you back when I get my next paycheck,” Kate said as Jenny
gave her two twenty-dollar bills.
“Girl, it’s fine,” Jenny replied. “I owed you one, remember?”
Kate raised her eyebrow. Then, suddenly remembered.
“Oh, right. I saved your crazy drunk ass from fighting with a bartender at Stray
Cats.”
Jenny snickered and flipped her long bleached blonde hair.
“He shouldn’t have cut me off.”
“Uh huh.”
They burst out in laughter. Kate glanced at the time on her phone. It was 2:40.
“I better get going.”
“Okay. Kiss Baby Girl for me.”
“I will. Bye.”
“Bye.”
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***
As Kate left university’s parking operations office, she felt her phone vibrate in her
hand. A text from Jay appeared on the screen: I promise I’ ll make it up to her…to both of you.
I’m sorry. I can see if Mom could bring her. I know she would enjoy having some time with her.
Just please tell her I’m sorry and I love her.
Kate hated when Jay tried to push his responsibilities over to his mother. She
sighed and replied as she continued walking toward her car: No. I’ ll take care of it. Your
mom has already done enough. Just don’t forget that you have to pick her from school on Friday
at 3:15 p.m. She has not stopped talking about getting to stay with you.
Even though Kate denies it, she knows that Elizabeth has always been a daddy’s
girl. She looked down at his response: I promise I won’t let her down. I’ ll call you later.
Actions speak louder than words, she thought as she got into her car.
***
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“What a pretty picture,” Mrs. Taylor commented. “I like the colorful flowers.”
On a sheet of white construction paper, Elizabeth was painting a flower petal
bright purple.
“It’s for Mama,” she grinned as she glided the paintbrush up.
“Oh, she’s going to love it!”
Painting and coloring was always Elizabeth’s favorite part of school. It was something she didn’t have to worry about making mistakes on. She could let go and release her
wild imagination.
“Mama loves pretty flowers,” she giggled.
She was about to dip her brush into more paint when she suddenly got a muscle
spasm. Her bony arm twitched and knocked the cup of dirty paint water over. The whole
cup spilled onto Natalie who was sitting next to her. Elizabeth’s face turned as white as the
construction paper.
“My skirt,” Natalie cried as she jumped out of her seat. “She messed up my skirt!”
All eyes turned to Natalie and her soaking wet khaki skirt. Gasps and laughs
escalated around the classroom.
“I’m…I’m…sorry,” Elizabeth started bawling. “My…my…my arm hit it.”
The painted flowers bloomed as her tears dripped off her face.
My stupid, stupid arm!
“It’s okay, Sweetie,” Mrs. Taylor said as she crouched down besides Elizabeth. “Everybody has accidents.”
She gently wiped Elizabeth’s little damp cheeks. Then she brought Natalie to the
bathroom. Elizabeth kept her face down and continued sobbing.
Please give me wings. Please give me wings.
***
“Why does Daddy always have to work?” Elizabeth frowned as she sat in her light
pink car seat. “He promised that he would be there to see me walk.”
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Kate looked back at her through the rearview mirror. She hated seeing Elizabeth
so disappointed.
“I know, Sweetie,” she replied. “Daddy has a hard job. He would be there if he
could.”
Elizabeth just nodded and gazed at cars passing by.
“This might cheer you up. Guess who is taking you tomorrow now.”
“Who?”
“Aunt Annie and Jordan.”
Annie was Kate’s younger sister and a senior in high school. She recently had a
baby named Jordan. Elizabeth loved to see her new baby cousin.
“Yay! Can’t wait to show Jordan all the cool toys at therapy!”
“There is that smile,” Katie laughed.

“Finally,” Kate unlocked the door of the apartment. “Home sweet home.”
Elizabeth let out a big yawn and smiled. Kate opened the door and flipped the
light switch, but no lights came on. She tried another switch. Still no light.
It never ends!
She dropped her backpack and set her keys on the counter.
“Good thing I have a dozen of these scented candles.”
Elizabeth giggled and slowly rolled into the dark kitchen. By using the flashlight
on her iPhone, Kate found the candles and a lighter. She started lighting them and placing them in each room. The whole apartment started smelling like a day spa. Elizabeth
sneezed and rolled into the living room.
“Bless you!”
“Thank you.”
Kate sat down on the sofa and took off her shoes. For a minute, they both were
silent. Then Elizabeth glanced at the silver cordless record player across the room. A big
smile came across her face. She looked over at Kate, and Kate knew exactly what Elizabeth
was thinking. She smiled and walked over to the record player. A minute later, Elizabeth
and Kate were dancing in the candlelight and singing, Don’t worry ‘bout a thing, ‘cause
every little thing is gonna be alright.
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The Night and the Day
N at h a n i e l C a l l away
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A very long time ago the world was brand new. There were no cities, the animals
had only begun to roam and the trees were only beginning to grow. There weren’t as many
people as there are now, and the ones that were there had only started to settle.
The world was very beautiful, with its colorful forests, grassy plains and mighty
mountains, and the most beautiful of all these things was the sky. Day and Night were
what ruled the sky, the Day with her sun and white clouds, warm air and bright blue sky,
and Night with her moon and stars, cool breeze and peaceful dark sky.
The sun would rise and so Day would begin, and with the Day came celebrations.
People would grow their foods, tend to their herds and the children would laugh and play.
The buffalo would graze in the fields and the eagles would soar. Then, as the moon came
out the sun would set, and so the Night began. While the Day had joy and gathering, the
Night felt she brought only despair. The people would stop what they were doing, and every living thing would go to their homes to sleep, leaving her alone in the wide world. All
was quiet except for an owl, which did not sleep during the Night, and was instead her one
companion in the silence.
“This is no good,” the Night told the owl after quite bit of time. “I am confused,
why is it that the Day gets such glory, if I have none? All I have is the moon and the stars,
why am I the night if the Day is so much better?”
The Owl said in reply, “That is true. The Day does have much, but you overlook
your worth.”
He then flew to the tallest tree and pointed to a man and a woman sitting on the
grass.
“You see, you do not bring despair, but instead peace that the Day does not have.”
She thought about this but said, “I do not see why anyone would want the Night.
The Day is when the children laugh and play. The animals travel and celebrations are made.
The Night interrupts. There should be only Day, the Day is what is beautiful.”
The Owl knew she was very wrong, though he also knew there was nothing else
he could say. So he flew off, and waited to see what the Night would do.
Now in those days the people spoke of a man who could cast powerful spells. He
could make the old new, and create something beautiful out of what was. So the Night
went searching for him, until she finally found his tent high in the mountains.
“I know about you,” she said, “I know you can make me beautiful. I want you to
make me the Day.”
The man looked up at her and asked, “why do you want me to make you the Day?
Are you not good enough as you are?”
“The Night does not do me or any living thing any good. The Day is what’s beautiful, I should be the Day.”
“Very well,” he said. “I will do as you ask, though it will be very difficult, for your
moon and stars are too bright. I will not be able to remove them, instead I must cast a spell
every time you rise to continue to hide them.”

The Night agreed, and the man did as he said. And so the night became day.
“Now,” she said, “the world can be as it should be, and all the people and animals
will be happy as I am happy.”
Much time went by, and as the Old Day’s sun would set the New Day’s would rise,
only after the man would hide her moon and stars. So the world was always bright, and
always warm. But after a while she began to notice that the people were gone, the buffalo
were not grazing and the eagles were no longer flying. She once again was alone, for not
even the owl remained.”
Then, the Old Day came to her and asked, “Night, why did you make yourself
the Day?”
“I thought that the world would be better,” she replied. “It was not happy with
the Night. Only with Day would the world be happy.”
“I understand. Come, I want to show you something.”
The Old Day brought her to the tallest mountain and asked, “tell me, what do
you see?”
And so she looked out, though she saw nothing. Once where the animals were,
where the people would have their celebrations and trees would grow, there was nothing.
It all was gone.
“Why is this?” She asked, “Why is the world no longer happy?”
“Because they need both of us.” The Day said, “you are no less important than
me and I than you. Night, there was a time where I once felt the same way about you. I
overlooked what I had only wanting what you had.”
“But, why? You are what I should be, how could you feel that way?”
“I did not notice all I was given. The sun and clouds, the buffalo in the plains and
eagles in the sky. All I saw was you, your dark sky, moon, and stars. Your fireflies and owls,
peacefulness, and breeze. I did not understand why you were given such beautiful things
and I was not. But now I see why we were created differently, because even though we may
not have everything separately, together we are what makes the earth beautiful. You are a
time for vigil, I for celebration. You are love and tranquility, and I am joy and happiness.”
She thought long and had about all the Day had told her, and how she was right.
She did overlook all she had been given, only seeing what she wanted. The world does not
belong with only Day, but instead with the Night and the Day.
With this she made her decision. She returned to the man in the mountains and
said “I was wrong. I am not supposed to be the day. For the earth needs both, and even
for all the Day’s beauty, I was created to be the night.”
“Very well,” The man said, “I will do as you ask. I will make it so your moon and
stars shine through, you will be the night again. Though I hope you have decided rightly.”
“Yes.” The Night said in reply, “I am beautiful as I was meant to be. This is how I
should remain.”
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Front and Center
B r e n d a B i rc h G a l l a h e r
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Sharon’s smile was fake and she knew it. She was sick of attending wedding after
wedding after wedding, and it was never her turn. Here she was, forty years old, and never
married. In her twenties and earlier thirties she was always in the bridal party. Now she was
just an invited guest, but it was her own fault. As an attorney she worked seventy hours
a week and had just been made a partner in her law firm. She was quite sure the job just
wasn’t worth it anymore.
“Okay,” Leslie, the bride, said. “Everyone get together in front of the water fountain. I want one big shot of everyone.” People slowly gathered in front of the water fountain,
mostly in couples.
Really, when will it be my turn? Although it was a beautiful July afternoon with
soft willowy white clouds passing overhead with a light breeze, Sharon groaned in her head.
She kept the fake smile plastered on her face.
At six feet tall, Sharon always stood in the back of any group photo. For once, she
would love to stand in the front. In every group photo she had ever had been in, it showed
only her face or face and shoulders. She moved to the back of the group. A man taller than
she was joined her.
He extended his hand. “Hi, I’m Mark. I’m the groom’s cousin.”
Sharon’s hand fit nicely into Mark’s. This was unusual because she had large hands.
“I’m Sharon. The bride is my first cousin, once removed.”
Not only was Sharon tall, but to Mark she looked like a Greek goddess, with her
light blonde hair and pale blue eyes. Sharon was the opposite of Mark. He had dark brown
hair, deep blue eyes and a dimple in his right cheek.
“I’m glad to know there is someone to stand with at the back of the group,” Mark
said. “I don’t know about you, but I’m tired of being the tallest person and having to be in
the back all the time. For once, I’d like to stand in the front, or even sit on the ground in
the front.”
Sharon’s mouth gaped open. Did I just hear him correctly? Was there another
person who hated standing in the back, like a forgotten broken toy? She gulped. “I know
exactly what you mean. Ever since seventh grade I’ve had to stand in the back. It’s like I’m
being punished for my genetics.”
Mark’s laugh was so loud, everyone at the wedding turned to look at him. He and
Sharon ignored the others. “That’s exactly what I said to my father. His response was to tell
me to grow up.”
“Did you tell him that that’s what the problem was? You had already grown up
above everyone else’s height.”
“Yes. —He grounded me for a week for being smart.”
A laugh escaped Sharon. She liked this man. “I guess I should tell you what I do
for a living before we go too far. A lot of people are turned off by it.”
“You’re a pole dancer at the local strip club?” He bounced on his heels and smiled
with only the left side of his mouth. He dug his hands deep into his pants’ pockets.

Sharon’s smile dropped and her eyebrows tried to reach each other. Then his smile
broadened, and it made her think of an elf about to cause mischief. She gasped anyway.
“Uh, no. I’m an attorney. I work 60-80 hours a week, and I just made partner.”
Mark threw his head back this time when he let out his loud roaring laugh. It
made Sharon’s smile return. “I’m an attorney, too. I run my own one-man firm helping the
less fortunate.”
“So you rarely do anything spontaneously?” Sharon sighed.
“On the contrary. One time, I suddenly had four days off, and I hopped the next
open seat to Edinburgh, Scotland. It was the best trip ever.”
“I haven’t done anything that spontaneous. The best I could do was skipping
school to go shopping.”
Before she could say anything, Mark grabbed her hand, pulled her around the
group of people gathering for the picture and pulled her down on the grass in front of
everyone. Her frilly dress flew up as she went down, but she didn’t bother to straighten it.
“Here we will sit and be front and center,” he said as the impish smile returned.
Leslie gasped. She bent over and patted her cousin on the head. Sharon looked up.
“What are you two doing? You need to be at the back of the group.” Leslie’s eyes were wide.
Sharon sat up a little straighter, “We’re tired of being relegated to the back of pictures because of how tall we are. For a change, we will be in the front of the group picture.”
“Everyone look at me please!” The photographer made his final adjustments on
his camera.
“Never mind,” Robin, the groom said. He took his bride by her hand. “Let them
sit there.” He pulled his new wife to his side and wrapped his arms around her waist.
“I’m going to count to three, so everyone get ready,” the photographer said.
Sharon and Mark looked at each other, put their heads close to one another, and
smiled big for the camera.
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The Cure
Kim Calhoun
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They told me I might die.
My family sat in the living room with the yellow train set that squeaks down an
old black track. Papa loves that train. He spotted it at a yard sale we visited while returning
home one day from Jackson Fields. Little trains of all sorts and colors run at the conventions in Jackson, and after that particular visit Papa got inspired to buy another one for his
collection. The man who sold it said it wasn’t the most favored of the bunch, but the little
yellow train served its purpose for his son who designed big trains for a living. Papa had
turned the yellow train over in his hands several times and smirked the way he does when
he comes across a perfect find.
Papa said they are called model trains because of their small size and people can’t
ride on them. But the model trains blow real steam and whistle loudly like the large trains
so I’ve imagined all sorts of rides on the tiny sets.
On the rides of my imagination, my body shrinks to fit into the boxcars, and
the boxcars are filled with plush couches, bubbly soda drinks, ponies, and sweet treats.
The conductor is a burly man, whose voice booms louder than the intercom, vibrating in
harmony with the wheels and sounds of the train. The whiskers on his mustache crawl up
his face into a sinister smile, and his belly shakes when he speaks and reminds me of the
teeter-totter ride at the fair that tosses little kids around as they scream for their parents.
He nods at me when I board, his whiskers snaking with the contours of his grin.
My waitress on the tiny train is a fairy named Lucy with a pink dress and magical green wings that appear only when she needs to fly. She doesn’t fly much because she
prefers to ride with me on the tiny train. I have only seen her wings once—the one time
I questioned her fairy abilities since she lacked wings. She allowed her wings to appear,
stretch, and flutter, tickling my face. I laughed. Then I ran my fingers along the silk span
of one. It was soft like Mama’s fur coat, but strong. After that touch, I secretly longed for
my own set of magical wings to appear.
Lucy is the same height as I am, or maybe an inch taller, but I can still see straight
into her eyes when I stand tall. I see that she sees the answer to the wish I would wish when
she grants me my wish, but she hasn’t given me any wishes to make yet. Fairy etiquette
does not allow me to preempt Lucy’s methods and request the wish on my own. For now,
we ride on tiny trains together and share bubbly drinks and eat sweet treats and brush the
tails of ponies and laugh at the booming voice and shaking belly of the sinister conductor
in harmony with the train whistles.
I think I saw Lucy arrive early—then leave quickly—after standing in the corner
of the living room today.
All was quiet except for the buzz of Papa’s yellow train running around the track.
Every two inches or so the train wheels made a tiny squeak. Papa always said the wheels
only needed a little oil and that there were no squeaks that a little oil couldn’t fix. I wondered about the squeak of a frightened field mouse as we waited for Papa to speak. Mama

sat in the opposite corner of the room where I think I saw Lucy stand first, and Mama
kept wringing her hands together and making occasional hums. Then she stood, smoothing her dress and walking with calculated short steps to the window. She started tapping
the sill and humming again. I know Mama was scared, and I was scared a little too but
not nearly as scared as Mama. Mama was even scared of the field mice that often got into
the corn, and I wondered if Papa ever told her about the oil.
I’d overheard her and Papa talking about me several months ago. I woke late
that night. It was one of my really hard nights, the kind of night I never tell Mama or
Papa about because I knew they would’ve driven me straight down the road to the hospital. But I have learned to master my painful nights with dreams of Lucy. I woke on one
of those nights and headed toward the kitchen for a little water. I stopped when I heard
Papa’s voice telling Mama about me. I heard Mama cry. It’s far worse to hear a person
cry than to see it. I felt her tears eat through me like a vicious bacteria, and then I heard
Papa tell Mama to be brave and strong. I have seen Mama in strength, but not a lot of her
courage so I don’t know how Papa could expect so much from her, but I know he hugged
her and tried his best to give her some of his bravery.
They wanted to make it easy for me to hear. But I already knew before they
told me. I knew it when I first got sick. I knew it when blood spilled from my nose and
splashed against the white linoleum sink. I only don’t know what death feels like, but I
do know pain. When I was about ten years old, I started visiting the doctors, the white
coats, the serious faces, the clipboards, who would prick me so much I felt like I’d fallen
into a dungeon of bouncing pushpins. I crawled around in that dungeon and was punctured until I could no longer play hopscotch. Later, I could no longer attend school. The
last lesson I remember was from my science class. Ms. Boyd taught me how to form a
hypothesis and about the scientific method. But she never taught me what to do when I
became the experiment. She never taught me what to say when doctors scratched their
heads after their scientific methods left them without an answer and without a cure for
me. Blood drained from my body because of my illness and more was taken for tests. I
imagined breaking into the hospital with Lucy to steal my blood back from the clutches
of those doctors.
I overheard a lot of big words and scary possibilities from Mama, Papa, and the
doctors. Infections attacked my fragile body already mutilated with microscopic holes.
I required weeklong stays in rooms that smelled of medicinal cabinets. Dietitians prescribed a bland assortment of foods I never enjoyed eating. I followed the sound of the
wheeled food carts and learned to time the delivery of my flavorless tray. I ate because
Mama watched. And Mama watched because she was scared. Antibiotic cocktails flowed
through my veins and I imagined flying with Lucy’s green wings and exploring places I
learned about in geography. I flew to Holland, Beijing, Spain, and South Africa. I flew
to the top of Everest and into caves with stalagmites that I learned about in Ms. Boyd’s
class. I saw the pyramids in Egypt and walked through the Taj Mahal.
I wanted to ask Lucy why she hadn’t granted me any wishes yet, but I thought
that could break the fairy laws of operation. I figured I could wait it out, but the attacks
continued to weaken my immune system. The cure evaded the doctors like a terrorist
and the infections tunneled their way into my body, creating a systemic breakdown of
my organ systems. Teams kept digging. The disease dug deeper. Researchers devised
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strategic plans to capture the terrorist cell that camouflaged itself in my body better than a
chameleon. Sometimes the doctors thought they had it surrounded and my family would
celebrate. But when the doctors opened my body to obliterate the monster it proved to be
a decoy, another unsuccessful surgery.
Time was running out. And while time ran I spent more time with Lucy.
***
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I looked up at Papa from my wheelchair in the living room. His face was calm as
always, watching the yellow train make its rounds. His mouth opened every so often to
speak. Then he decided to remain silent. I know he was trying to find a way to tell me the
words he thought I needed to hear. I suppose speaking the words out loud would make the
undiagnosed diagnosis more real. But it was already real to me.
“You know,” Papa said, “I might put a little oil on that squeak today.”
“There’s no squeak that a little oil can’t fix,” I responded, as I sat up slowly in my
chair.
Papa walked over to me and straightened my blanket a bit. He turned off my IV—
my last dose for the day. He stared at me the same way the conductor does when I board
the train—smiling, but with a strained look as if he is examining me on a witness stand.
Mama started humming a song she used to sing to me when I was small enough
to ride a rocking horse.
“Papa, what if a little oil can’t fix the squeak?”
“Then I just add a little bit more.”
“But what if it never stops squeaking?”
“Well, then, I guess we will just have to hope for a little bit of magic,” he said quietly.
Papa leans over and hugs me, and I watch Mama as I rest my head on his shoulder.
She hums and taps the sill. Lucy is standing behind Mama now and I see a flutter of a green
wing appear. I want to ask Lucy for wings. But I also want to ask her to stay in this room
with Mama humming and Papa holding me in his arms as the whistling yellow train runs
the tracks, squeaking in a soothing rhythm for a little oil.
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Cloud Nine
Alisoun was simply born in the wrong weather. Southern Alabama prided itself
on loquacious wetlands and sunny beaches, but on the day of Alisoun’s birth, all was dim.
The green, morose sky foreboded a magnificent tornado, and her extended family hid in
the basement of her grandmother’s house. Everyone huddled together in apprehension of
the twister as the young Becky screamed exasperatedly and the baby wormed its way out
of her body. She clutched the infant firmly, half protecting it and half suffocating it for
causing her agonizing pain amidst the storm. It was safe to say that Grandma’s roof was
not the only thing torn on that night.
Of course, Becky’s subconscious spite of her child persisted for years, as any
young woman might secretly feel. She dreamed of the future, and was far too immature to
allow baby Alisoun to chain her down. Becky left her curse with Grandma, and ventured
north to find the man who helped spawn it.
Alisoun grew into a lanky little girl, with peculiar mannerisms and a remarkably shy personality. While her ubiquitous cousins spent their days zooming around their
grandmother’s huge front yard, she stayed inside and helped the elderly lady with chores.
She naturally used her left hand to complete tasks, which baffled the entirely dextral
family. But perhaps the way Alisoun differentiated herself from her family the most was
through her eyes. Her unknown father’s empyrean blue eyes shined against the exclusively
green and brown marshes of her relatives’ pupils. Alisoun’s pale skin and excessively long,
wiry, and dark hair made her look unkempt, but Grandma was reluctant to change the
young girl. Alisoun seemed generally fascinated in Grandma, unlike the other grandchildren who merely visited for sweets or babysitting. Her childish smile was infectious
as she looked into Grandma’s face with wonder. Over the first few years of Alisoun’s life,
Grandma taught her to read, paint, and use the bathroom all by herself!
Alisoun demonstrated remarkable learning capabilities at her young age. She was
highly in tune with nature, and could name countless plants and animals with ease. Her
aunts and uncles figured that she must be autistic, but Grandma profusely disagreed and
defended her strange granddaughter. She appreciated the kindness of the unspoiled girl.
Grandma and Alisoun played together in the daytime, and cuddled in bed together at
night after the other cousins returned home to their parents.
One day when Alisoun was five years old, a boy named Rufus emerged from her
collective cousins and clawed at the window, beckoning her outside. Grandma would never allow Rufus inside of her house because he broke everything he came across. Alisoun
glanced back at the sleeping Grandma in her rocking chair and opened the door, feeling
the warm Alabama air and sticky breaths of her cousins.
“Hey, Al!” Rufus called. Alisoun hardly associated with her cousins prior to this,
so she was unsure whether she should be overjoyed or scared out of her mind by this sudden interaction. She towered over Rufus and the others due to her unusual height.
“W-What is it?” she stuttered, blushing slightly.
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“That tree,” Rufus said, pointing into the distance at the tallest tree in the yard. “I
betcha can’t climb it!”
Alisoun dilatorily approached the tree and gazed upward at its gargantuan size.
The occasional green leaf fluttered to the ground as if wanting to separate from its kind
at the cost of its life. Alisoun gulped and placed her soft hands upon the rough bark. She
hiked her legs upon the edges of the trunk and somehow squirmed her way to the highest
branch. Rufus and the other cousins cheered, surprised by her seemingly impossible feat.
After that day, Alisoun became more popular with the cousins.
“C-Can I play outside with the other kids Grandma?” she asked.
“Sure, dear. Do whatever makes you happy,” Grandma replied generically.
“Do whatever makes me happy.” Alisoun repeated. Unfortunately, she decided to
take those words to heart.
Despite her awkward personality, she was eventually accepted into the pack of
cousins. The young girl was quite clever compared to the other children. She always held
the best jump rope record and could help them reach Grandma’s cookie jar on the high
counter. Alisoun grew to love the world outside. Grandma smiled when she saw Alisoun
and her other grandchildren playing in the front yard.
The girl always stayed alongside Rufus, who was the oldest child in the family by
a small margin. When the pack of cousins pedaled their tricycles down the country road,
Rufus remained at the front of the formation. Alisoun followed his short brown hair in
whichever direction the wind blew it.
One weekend when no cousins came over, Grandma reluctantly gave Alisoun permission to stay with Rufus’ family. Alisoun gasped in awe at the sheer size of his house. His
family was wealthy from their successful seafood restaurant, which she ate at on multiple
occasions. The two of them lay down on his trampoline and stared up at the azure sky as
the clouds floated overhead. Alisoun loved being alone in nature with her favorite cousin.
“Do you see any shapes in them clouds?” Rufus asked.
“Yes! I see a giraffe with a cone on its head, and an upside-down flower… And
look over there! It’s a witch on a broomstick!” She pointed at a cloud which any normal
child would have thought was a disproportionate star. “What do you see?”
“A giraffe with a cone on its head, an upside-down flower, and a witch on a broomstick,” he replied.
The young blue eyes of Alisoun gazed upon a myriad of bizarre objects in the
clouds, but most importantly of all she saw her future under the warm and pellucid Alabama sky. This perfect moment on the trampoline next to Rufus overwhelmed her with
bliss.
The two children went into Rufus’ bedroom at nighttime. Toys, posters, and various other boyish things filled the room, contrasting the bare place that Alisoun slept in
with Grandma. She wondered if the other cousins had a room as astounding as this one.
“Do you want to play doctor?” Rufus asked.
“Sure,” she said. Alisoun eventually pulled her britches down as they continued innocently examining one another’s bodies. He pulled out a funny little thing that bounced
around, and she giggled at it.
“This is where I pee,” he said, indicating a small hole. “Where do you pee?”
“I’m not really sure,” she replied.

When the weekend concluded, Alisoun returned to Grandma’s welcoming embrace. The young girl passed her seemingly interminable childhood years with mornings
at school, afternoons playing with her cousins, and evenings with Grandma. The previously unusual and unwanted girl slowly became intelligent, popular, and happy.
On a particularly average evening when Alisoun was nine years old, a black cat
appeared at Grandma’s doorstep as a bad omen. It acted as if it were starving to death. She
began to shoo it away, but Alisoun was fascinated with the creature. She begged Grandma
to feed the female feline, but the elderly woman knew it would stay if she did. However,
she could not bear to witness Alisoun’s disappointed face, so the cat was offered a can of
tuna. Alisoun decided to name her Morrigan.
Rufus and the swarm of cousins found Morrigan in Grandma’s rundown backyard, which they almost never entered. They circled the cat like hungry buzzards. One of
the younger boys even licked his lips. Morrigan sat on the dirt with a panicked expression
on her face.
“I’m gonna kill it,” Rufus announced to the cousins.
“Please, don’t!” Alisoun begged.
“A black cat is bad luck, Al. It’s got to go.”
“But,” Alisoun paused, staring down at Morrigan, “I saved her.” She grabbed
Rufus’ arm and pleaded with her eyes.
“Fine!” he yelled. “Just quit touching me.”
Grandma received a phone call from Alisoun’s mother Becky a week after Morrigan was spared. Becky had acquired a new husband in New York, and she was finally
ready to experience the joys of motherhood nearly a decade later. Tears streamed down the
girl’s eyes as she said goodbye to her cousins. She loved every single one of them, especially
Rufus. She would miss Grandma the most. The elderly woman hugged Alisoun for as long
as possible, wanting her to stay. However, she eventually realized that Alisoun deserved to
live with her real mother, despite their different lifestyle choices, and let go.
“Grandma, I really don’t want to leave. I want to stay with you. I want to stay in
Alabama,” the young girl begged, her voice quivering with apprehension.
“Now, now, dearie. Your own mother has the right to take care of her daughter. I
cared for her, and she should care for you. I have no doubt that Becky will treat you right.
It’s hard letting go of you, but it’s for the best. Just promise me you’ll visit again soon,
okay?”
“Okay. I love you Grandma.”
“I love you too, Alisoun.”
After Alisoun arrived in New York and hopped off the train, the woman who had
apparently given birth to her in Grandma’s basement during the tornado several years ago
greeted her. Becky held the girl’s hand and brought her to her new home. She introduced
Alisoun to a doctor with hazel eyes, claiming he was her dad. He bought her toys and
warm clothing, but never attempted to touch her.
The winter Alisoun arrived in New York, a fierce snowstorm struck the land and
Alisoun rarely left the house. She utterly despised the cold, and missed the humidity of
Alabama. The grassy green fields and clear skies vanished and were replaced with concrete
sidewalks and skyscrapers. The awkward preteen regressed into her old antisocial tendencies, and hardly ever interacted with her parents. She spent the majority of her time readManchac Review
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ing books. Stories about magical wizards and mythical dragons fascinated her, and allowed
her to escape the frigidness of her life.
While Alisoun became more distant, emotionless, and passive in her frozen state
of New York, Grandma remained active, eagerly awaiting Alisoun’s return. Her other
grandchildren stopped visiting as often after Alisoun’s departure, since they were growing
older and had other priorities. The elderly woman went to a yard sale one weekend as an
attempt to replace the void in her heart. She stumbled upon a lovely pink jacket, which
suited Alisoun perfectly. After this first purchase, she attended yard sales regularly and
bought various inexpensive objects for her grandchildren. Old clothing, backpacks, blankets, dolls, and action figures began filling Grandma’s house. The goodies cramped her
living room, so she stored them in the basement where Alisoun was born.
Morrigan the black cat noticed an increasing amount of attention from Grandma.
She was occasionally permitted to enter the household, and it practically rained tuna inside. The cat was content with her life, and curled up in Grandma’s lap as they rested in
bed. She learned to hide in trees to escape from the children who visited her, occasionally
chased her tail, and did various other unsurprising cat things. Another cat eventually appeared at Grandma’s door. It had brown fur with specks of white, black, and grey dispersed
across its body. Recollecting Alisoun’s kindness towards Morrigan, she was unable to send
it away. Thus, Mr. Sprinkles was accepted into the family.
Morrigan felt violated to have another cat enter her territory, but eventually
learned to tolerate Mr. Sprinkles. Grandma only allowed Morrigan inside of the house so
the cats often played together in the backyard. Shortly afterward, Morrigan found herself
in love with Mr. Sprinkles and allowed him to mate with her. Four kittens were born,
and Grandma named them Luxuria, Invidia, Acedia, and Superbia. All of them survived
except for Superbia, who simply did not belong in this world. Grandma had a funeral for
him. The other cats attended, but they seemed to be relatively disinterested in their family member’s death. With Mr. Sprinkles and his kittens zooming around the backyard,
Grandma took pleasure in watching them from her window and feeding them in the
evenings after she returned from her yard sales. She devoted her free time to caring for the
catastrophically cute creatures. Several seasons passed, and Grandma spoke to Alisoun on
the phone during holidays. The girl seemed distant, but promised Grandma she would visit
again when Becky allowed her. Alisoun frequently asked about Rufus and her cousins, as
well as Morrigan, Mr. Sprinkles, Luxuria, Invidia, and Acedia.
However, Mr. Sprinkles had needs, and demanded more feline fun time from
Morrigan. Despite this, Morrigan was content with their current family and preferred to
watch the birds with him rather than participate in lewd kitty activities. Thus, the frustrated male cat looked around for another mate. The caring kitty, Luxuria, noticed her
father’s tension, and, being the good girl she was, presented herself to him. It had always
been a secret fantasy of hers, and Mr. Sprinkles was more than willing.
Two months later, Luxuria birthed Eva, Tommy, and Arlie. The new kittens were
ill, and Grandma tried her best to save them. Tommy would not last long and was eaten
by Mr. Sprinkles to end his suffering. Over the coming months, Grandma watched in horror as the conditions of her cats worsened and felt compelled to buy more clothing for her
grandchildren.
The cycle of life continued in Grandma’s backyard. Brother and sister Arlie and

Eva were merely grateful to have survived and bonded over the fact that they weren’t dead.
Eventually, these siblings bravely decided to reproduce to ensure the continuation of their
family. The backyard soon became consumed by cats, and disease spread rapidly. There
was a high mortality rate among the family, and the ones who survived were exceedingly
sick. Grandma became progressively ill herself as she witnessed the horror unfold in her
backyard.
By the time Morrigan passed away several years later, there were nearly forty kittens on the property. Grandma surrendered and allowed a handful of the kittens inside of
her house. The living conditions outside were unbearable: Cat corpses covered the ground,
and Grandma was overwhelmed and unable to pick them up. Maggots and flies covered
the bodies, and often overtook the newborns who could not protect themselves.
All Grandma could do was purchase more cat food and things to give to her
grandchildren. She lacked the knowledge and the means to take the cats to a veterinarian
or have them fixed. Alisoun’s aunts and uncles were too busy to help Grandma with the
situation so all Grandma could do was continue to care for the cats. Her life completely
revolved around the sick and dying animals, and she saved as many as possible. Her efforts
were certainly noble and compassionate, but the aging Grandma still felt empty on the
inside.
Grandma began calling Alisoun on the phone more frequently. She told the now
teenage girl about how much she loved and missed her. She shared adorable stories about
the cats (minus the death and disease), as well as the wonderful possessions she had for
Alisoun the next time she visited. Alisoun said that her mother planned to let her come
back to Alabama eventually. However, Becky became intolerant of Grandma calling several times a day, refusing to allow Grandma to speak to Alisoun anymore. Grandma
thought she raised her daughter Becky to not be an asshole.
Despite this, Grandma knew Alisoun would visit her in Alabama again. She
fondly remembered nurturing the child who was abandoned by her parents. In New York,
Alisoun had no friends, hated the frigid weather, and only took comfort in her fantasy
books. Her life was a whirlwind of misery, swept away by a mother who only acted out
of obligation. Grandma wanted Alisoun to come back to her home to Alabama. Home,
where she belonged. It was an admirable wish.
The next time Becky received a phone call from an Alabama number several years
later, one of her brothers was on the line. He calmly informed her of their mother’s death.
He said Grandma had passed painlessly and was happy. The brother encouraged Becky
and Alisoun to attend the funeral in Alabama. Becky politely told him that they had plans
and could not attend, hanging up the phone.
Alisoun was nearly nineteen now, and her dark tangled hair cascaded down to her
posterior. Her father’s blue eyes were obscured by the thick framed glasses which rested on
her freakishly large nose. She dressed her thin and long body in dark clothing to absorb as
much heat as possible. Alisoun sat on the couch with Becky’s doctor husband when Becky
entered and announced the news about Grandma passing. Like a typical oppressed young
adult might act, Alisoun jumped up and screamed at Becky, cursing her mother for not
allowing her to visit her family over all those years. It was a rare sight for a quiet girl like
Alisoun, but Becky understood the magnitude of the girl’s emotions. Becky placed her
arm around her crying daughter and sat her down, asking the doctor husband to leave the
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room so she could finally have dialogue:
“Alisoun, baby. You have to understand that I left you, my siblings, and my mother behind in Alabama for a reason. They’re great people, they really are, but I wasn’t going
to have that kind of lifestyle. I was the odd child out of my brothers and sisters. Naturally
smart, geeky, weird. Just like you. I was lucky enough to understand the cycle of my family. It’s a trap, it really is. You’re born, you breed young, you lose your beauty, and you can
never leave. It’s such a sad way to live, and there is much more to life. I had to run away.
And unfortunately, I departed without you.”
Becky paused, staring at the emotionless void also known as her daughter Alisoun, “I fell in love with a man and allowed him to have his way with me. Suddenly, I was
pulled into the tide I tried so hard to stay out of. By the time you were born, I was only a
nineteen-year-old girl, just like you are now. I couldn’t handle the pressure of motherhood
so I abandoned you in that basement with Grandma.” Alisoun shuddered visibly a bit upon
hearing her mother’s words, wondering if she was ever loved.
Becky continued, “Of course, I had my run with life and decided I needed to settle
down here. I knew I had wronged you, and I wanted you back. I wanted to prove that I
could be a good mother, and prove that I loved my daughter. I know you hate me. You
should hate me. I ripped you away from your childhood and caused all this trouble.”
There was another brief pause until Becky looked up and smiled, “But look at you
now. You’re the first person in your family to go to college, and your grades are amazing. I
couldn’t let you return to your old life. You would have fallen in love and chained yourself
down just like the rest of our family. I couldn’t bare to see our family myself, after all of
the wrong I’ve caused them. You are different from them. You have a future, Alisoun.”
Becky finished revealing her pent up secrets and began crying as well. Alisoun saw
her mother’s true colors for the first time in her life, and they didn’t match well together.
“Thank you for everything, mom. But I’m still going to Grandma’s funeral. It’s
important to me.”
“I won’t stop you,” Becky replied, since Alisoun was above the age of eighteen.
Alisoun promptly purchased a train ticket and departed for Alabama. When she
arrived at her old ancestral homeland, it no longer greeted her with warmth. She arrived
at the funeral home in a timely manner. Inside, she reunited with her cousins, who had
grown up. The cousins no longer smiled or played, and many of them were holding baby
cousins of their own. Alisoun realized that she had lost her childhood creativity, happiness,
and innocence as well. Only her favorite cousin Rufus seemed to have remained stagnant
against time. He acknowledged Alisoun with a toothy grin and huge wave in his big, muscular man-body.
Throughout the service, Alisoun stared at Grandma’s face in the casket. Grandma
looked as if she were still alive, just as perfect and beautiful as Alisoun remembered her
from childhood. Alisoun remained emotionless, her slate blue eyes never wavering from
Grandma until the moment the casket was closed.
“Goodbye, Grandma,” she whispered, feeling as if the words actually meant nothing even though she so desperately wanted them to be heard.
After Grandma was buried, Alisoun and her family returned to Grandma’s rural
house. The front yard was much smaller and barren than she remembered. The cousins and
Alisoun made small talk for a few fleeting moments and then entered the rundown home.

The only cousin who stayed outside was Rufus, who shrugged and put his hands in his
pockets. Grandma never allowed him inside the house, because he had a habit of breaking
things.
The living room and bedroom were mostly the same, overcoming Alisoun with
a wave of nostalgia. However, her birthplace had changed. The once empty basement
where the family huddled in fear of a tornado nineteen years ago was now a whirlwind
of junk. Tables, chairs, toys, clothing, and a plethora of trinkets engulfed the room. The
cousins searched through the chaotic mess, seizing things that looked interesting to them.
One cousin even found a little pink jacket, which she planned to let her daughter grow
into.Alisoun had no interest to peck through her Grandma’s hoard like the cousins. She
returned outside. Rufus and she went into the backyard. Immediately, the foul smell assaulted them.
“There are… dead cats everywhere!” Rufus remarked, as one might after seeing dead cats everywhere. He shuddered with disgust as he experienced the foulness of
Grandma’s other “horde.”
“And a few of them are still alive!” Alisoun remarked. She counted eight live cats
in total, who were extremely weak and clearly had not eaten in a long time.
All of the family besides Alisoun eventually left as the sun went down, and Rufus
promised to return tomorrow to deal with the mess. Alisoun made a sandwich for herself
with some of the leftover canned tuna in the fridge and gave the rest of it to the cats outside. Exhausted, she went to sleep in Grandma’s old bed. Even though the bed retained its
old person smell, it wasn’t the same without Grandma sleeping next to her.
The next morning, Rufus brought trash bags and cat cages in his stereotypically
masculine truck. He disposed of the bodies while Alisoun gathered the eight living cats
into the cages and took them to the pound. Perhaps her cousin Rufus had aged; he certainly appeared to be significantly more responsible now.
That afternoon, the sun finally decided to show itself. Alisoun felt the warm rays
of Alabama sunlight that she had missed for years in the harsh, cold New York. When
Alisoun returned from the pound, she saw that her cousin Rufus had set up his old trampoline in Grandma’s front yard. She giggled for the first time in what felt like forever in
her relatively short life, crawling onto the trampoline with him.
“What do you see in the clouds?” Rufus asked, lying on the trampoline.
Alisoun struggled as she gazed at the cookie-cutter formations in the sky.
“I don’t see anything anymore,” she finally admitted. “What do you see?”
“My future,” he replied. The two sat silently for several moments, feeling the wind
gently blowing them. “Al,” Rufus said, causing her heart to skip a beat. “When are you
leaving?”
“Probably tomorrow. I’ve already missed enough school for this.”
“Does that make you happy? School?” he asked.
“Not particularly.”
“What makes you happy then?”
“This.” Alisoun turned on her side to face him, and the two were inches apart.
Fond memories from her childhood came rushing back instantaneously. She thought
about Rufus, Grandma, and the fantasy books she held so dearly. Her mother Becky was
wrong about this place being a trap. Grandma’s house was a perfect, magical world, where
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anything could happen.
“Meow,” Alisoun said, leaning forward and kissing Rufus on the lips. He blushed,
confused by the gesture. His adorable stupidity made her laugh. A rush of feelings circulated through them, but the inevitably awkward conversation that would follow was interrupted by a mewing sound in response to Alisoun’s meow.
The two cousins jumped up and noticed a baby kitten on the porch. This ninth
living cat was missing an eye, probably born without it due to the inbreeding. Its single
eyeball shone a magnificent blue. The pitiful kitten cried out again in sickness and hunger.
Its black fur reminded Alisoun of Morrigan when she first showed up at the door many
years ago.
“It probably won’t live much longer. I’m going to kill it,” Rufus said.
Alisoun wanted to stop him. She wanted to grab his arm and reassure him that
she could save the kitten, just like she saved Morrigan and Grandma saved her. However,
she found herself unable to speak. Rufus approached the kitten and picked it up. Alisoun
started crying as the kitten uttered its final meow. He grabbed it by the neck, and with one
quick twist, it was over.
The sky turned dim and it began pouring rain. Alisoun’s tears streamed down her
eyes and mixed with the rainwater, the salty taste allowing her to differentiate between the
two. The young woman was unsure if this marked the end of a great period of her life or
the beginning of a wonderful new one.
“Do whatever makes you happy.” Grandma’s words echoed in Alisoun’s head.
Alisoun remained on the trampoline by herself, and stared into the infinitely expanding horizon. The rain of countless generations came down upon her as she gazed at
the clouds. She saw shapes of the kitten, Morrigan, her childhood self, and Grandma,
lingering on them until they disappeared.
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Mockingbird
Hush little baby, don’t say a word, mama’s gonna buy you a…
“Joe? Joe, hon? Are you okay?”
I saw Jess’s lips moving, but all I could hear were the sing-song words that made
my skin crawl.
The room had begun to spin, and the once bright and inviting space did not seem
so welcoming anymore as it grew darker and colder. My chest tightened and each breath,
in time with the unnerving melody, felt like a blade piercing my lungs.
“Jess, take the baby.”
He was gone from my arms before I could finish my sentence. In the same instance, her blood-curdling scream snapped me from my trance. Jess stood before me with
our newborn son cradled to her chest. Her eyes, wide, terrified, were locked with mine and
pleading for help.
A flash of lightning reflected off the mirror over the sink and revealed someone
or something behind her, masked in the shadows of the closet on the other side of our
bathroom.
“Who are you?” I asked.
“Joe, please,” Jess cried.
“I got this, Honey, don’t be afraid,” I told my wife and then faced the indiscernible shape. “What the hell are you doing in my house?”
“What is happening, Joe? What’s going on?” she asked.
I reached out a hand to her as I demanded an answer from the figure. “I asked
who the hell you are.” I tried to bring Jess closer to me, but she pulled away.
With a voice unrecognizable as male or female, unrecognizable as human, It
spoke. “What you should ask, Joe, is why the hell am I.”
***
“Jess!” I yelled as I stepped inside and leaned against the front door to get it shut
and locked. Outside, the wind was screaming like a Banshee trying to steal my soul, and
the icy rain burned my skin where each drop had landed. I slipped my muddied boots and
dripping coat off at the door and dashed up the stairs.
“Jess!” She knew I hated when she didn’t answer me. She knew how I worried,
especially now that she’s at home, alone, with the baby. With the imposing storm still
growing outside, I needed to know they were safe. Plus, I hated being away from them.
Before I hit the top of the stairs, I heard her sweet voice. Hush little baby, don’t say
a word, mama’s gonna buy you a mockingbird. Of course, she would be singing that song.
“Babe, you bathing the squirt?” I yelled as I noticed the nursery, illuminated with
soft, yellow light, held only the cherry-wood baby furniture we’d bought just months ago.
And if that mockingbird don’t sing.
Chills burrowed out of my skin as the words grew louder the closer I got to our
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bedroom. Every time I heard that damned song, and I have no clue why, it made my chest
ache, like someone grabbing hold of my heart and squeezing. I’d asked her to stop singing
it to our son; she must not have realized I was home.
I padded across the carpet and cracked the bathroom door to spy on my little
family. My wife, as beautiful as I’d ever seen her, stood in gray sweatpants with a bald and
chubby bundle smiling up at her from his lounging position in the sink. The sight alone
caused that ache to fill with love like I’d felt the day he was born.
Before Jess, my life was nothing but pills, confusion, and internal battles with
inescapable demons. She saved me, and Joseph sealed my new fate. Pills could only do so
much; my wife and son were the reason I didn’t need medication anymore. They kept me
sane.
***
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“She pulls away from you because she knows you will only cause her pain. She
knows you will destroy her the way you tried to destroy me.”
“Get out. Get out of my house!”
“Joe! What is happening?” Jess begged and clutched Joseph tighter to her chest.
I glanced around, looking for something, anything I could use to defend my family. My gun was in a safe in the closet blocked by this thing. I wished I would’ve just left it
in the nightstand where I wanted to keep it, but when the baby was born, Jess urged me to
get one of those fingerprint safes that only I could open.
“I will leave when you do.” The thing cackled, a bone-chilling sound like nails
scraping across a chalkboard.
An electric explosion announced a sudden blackout, and Jess screamed again.
Sparks flying outward from the blown transformer illuminated what I feared most: my
gun in a gloved hand, pointing at my wife’s head.
***
I stood there, in awe, watching the intimate connection my wife had with our son.
Her auburn curls were in a messy knot on top of her head with strands drifting about her
face that she blew at through the corners of her mouth. Both of her hands were busy with
a more important, more delicate task. Her left hand supported a round and fuzzy head,
while her right gently splashed warm water over his little body. The contrast of her bronzed
hands made my son’s skin glow in its pale newness.
His reflection in the mirror highlighted husky-blue eyes—Jess’s eyes. Without
seeing her eyes, I knew hers were glowing right back at him. She was born to be a mother,
and their matching smiles and coos made me smile unwittingly in response.
Hush little baby.
My moment of peace was brutally interrupted so I made my presence known,
knowing it would halt her song in its tracks.
“There’re my two most favorite people in the world!”
“Hi!” Jess exclaimed, “Look who’s home, munchkin! It’s Daddy!”
“Hey, my loves,” I said, then gave Jess a kiss. “Did you miss Daddy, big guy?”
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From the hanger on the back of the door, I grabbed the baby-blue towel embroidered with the initials JMA, Joseph Matthew Andrews.
“This storm is the worst I’ve seen in a long time,” I said to Jess as she lifted Joseph
from the sink.
“Storm?” she asked, and placed the baby on the towel across my chest. “That
rolled in fast. We just came in a few minutes ago and it was beautiful outside, not a cloud
in the sky.”
I pondered her statement in my head. It’d been storming since I left the doctor’s
office, which is not that far from the house. How could she have not seen it? As the doctor talked, I watched rolling black clouds fill the sky, darkening and engulfing everything
they touched. By the time I left, it was so dark outside I could barely see.
“Really? Well, it is storming now, and it is only going to get worse.”

“Please! Don’t! Joe, the baby!” Jess yelled.
The baby began wailing like he knew what was happening. I had to help them,
but I didn’t know what to do. I couldn’t breathe, much less think, and I didn’t get the
chance to before It decided for me.
Time ceased, and the desecration of my life unfolded in slow motion.
The spark of ignition flashed twice but made no sound. My son’s now silent face
wore a fading, toothless cry as he disappeared beneath Jess’s plummeting body.
“I told you, you should’ve never chosen them over me. You should have never
tried to shut me out. I told you I would be back. I warned you.”
With Its words, time hurled me back into reality, and everything faded to black.
***
Hush little baby–
“Jess, please, I told you I hate that song!” I snapped at her without even realizing.
“Joe, babe, I’m not singing,” she said.
She loved to torment me with that damned song. She’d said she just could not
understand why I hated such a “sweet song” and was determined to make me like it. I’d
told her it’d be a cold day in Hell when I did.
I picked up the warm bundle and kissed his soft forehead, inhaling that distinct
new baby smell. It beat new car smell by miles. As I curled him into the bend of my arm,
he snuggled in like he knew he would always be safe in my embrace.
Don’t say a word–
“Jess!” I yelled as I turned around to face her.
“Joe!” she responded condescendingly.
“Please, seriously, stop singing that God damned song!”
“Joe, I am not singing. I don’t know what you are hearing, but I have not sung a
thing since you walked in here. I know you hate that song. And, yes, I do mess with you,
but I swear I’m not singing this time.”
Hush little baby, don’t say a word, mama’s gonna buy you a…
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“Joe? Joe, hon? Are you okay?”
I saw Jess’s lips moving, but all I could hear were the sing-song words that made
my skin crawl.
***
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I awoke to an ominous voice.
“Struggling is pointless. You can fight all you want, but the binding is unbreakable. You will never escape. You are mine. I will see you writhe until nothing but a broken
and bloody shell remains. Your life and your death belong to me.”
I tried to stand but couldn’t. I tried to wipe my eyes but my hands were bound
somehow. I fought hard at my invisible binding, causing my veins to bulge and burst.
Blood trapped beneath my skin spread like a spider web down my forearms and into my
fingertips. Every time I blinked, sweat poured into my eyes, clouding and burning them
more.
None of it mattered though. I didn’t care. What this thing didn’t know was that I
had been through worse pain than It could inflict on me.
My surroundings were unfamiliar, cave-like, and seemed to be closing in on me.
I didn’t let the claustrophobia win, even with the tightness in my chest cutting off my air
supply. I blinked with my fogged-glass vision, searching my enclosure. Radiance like heat
waves seeping off the desert road anchored a faint but fiery halo around a distant, dark
mass. It was the only light in an otherwise blackened space.
***
“I don’t like what I’m hearing, Mr. Andrews.”
“I know, Doc, but I’m fine. I swear.”
My doctor sighed, heavily, and shook his head in disappointment. “The frequency
of your treatments should have been increased at our last visit, not decreased.”
I hated that he thought I needed pills to “remain in my safety zone.” Life had new
meaning and I had been telling my doctor that I’m done with medication.
“I don’t even need the medication anymore. I found something better than pills to
keep me grounded, Doc. My family is everything. As long as I have them, I will be fine.”
***
My eyes strained in the darkness as I tried to figure out this thing coming toward
me. Its steps resounded in my head like gunshots, deliberate, and timed to detonate. A
breath away, It infused the stifling air with the stench of rotted meat on asphalt during
mid-summer. Then It spoke, and it took everything I had not to vomit as I tasted Its odor.
“What do you have to say for yourself, Joe?”
With one icy finger, It raked a line from my temple to my chin, and, though I tried
not to, I flinched from the pain. Where Its finger scraped, I felt my flesh disintegrate like
cloth doused in battery acid. It snarled in laughter at my reflex. It enjoyed my pain.
“You’ve grown so weak, so pathetic, and you don’t deserve to live anymore. You
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would never make it out there. The world was swallowing you, and you wouldn’t fight
back. You just took it because you’re weak and alone and that’s all you’ll ever be. Alone.
It’s a good thing they aren’t around to see you now.”
Its words slayed me, and the innocent faces I’d sworn to protect flooded my
mind. My body shuddered as I slung my head side to side, hoping to wipe away the last
memory I had of them, but the more I fought, the more I remembered.
I remembered the black nine-millimeter that disbursed two silent shots and shattered three lives. I remembered my wife’s frightened eyes as she desperately clung to my
hysterical son in her arms. I remembered her begging for help.
And I remembered that I failed them.

My doctor continued to blabber away about dosing sizes and side effects, but I
couldn’t concentrate on his words. I thought about my wife and baby boy at home, alone,
waiting for me. I just wanted this to be over so I could go home to them before the looming storm rolled in.
“Okay, Doc, I get it, but you don’t understand, ultimately, it’s my choice.”
“I just wish you would’ve come to me before you decided to quit taking your medicine.
I’ve told you repeatedly about the serious repercussions in doing so. You tried many times
to tell me that you didn’t need it anymore, but I thought you understood the weaning
process we’d discussed. You were not supposed to stop cold turkey.” He stroked the bridge
of his nose like he had a headache and then continued, “Still, I never imagined this.”
***
“Yes!” It yelled. “Yes, Joe, remember them. Remember how much they counted
on you to save them. Remember your wife’s pleas for her life, for your son’s life.”
“Why are you doing this to me?”
“Because you tried to destroy me! But I’m back, and it’s table-turning time.”
“Then release me and face me like a man, you coward!” Adrenaline rushed my body and
I bucked, struggling for freedom. “Why didn’t you just kill me with them? Why did you
leave me alive just to kill me now?”
“Joe, Joe, Joe,” It teased and shook a finger at me like It was scolding a child, “that
was not my choice.”
“Stop with the cryptic bullshit! Just tell me! Why me? What did I do?”
“What did you do, Joe? Oh no! What did you do?” It said with feigned concern.
The pungent odor of regurgitated corpse suddenly singed my nostrils. “Since you choose
to ignore what you did, maybe this will help you remember why you belong with me.”
I opened my mouth but just gaped like a fish out of water as soon as I heard her
voice.
Hush little baby, don’t say a word.
“Oh, God, Jess!” She stood before me, cradling the baby. “I’m so sorry! I tried. I–”
Without warning, an ear-splitting shot rang out and I watched the horrific scene
unfold again as if it were happening in that very moment. I slumped to the ground and
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closed my eyes in defeat.
Mama’s gonna buy you a mockingbird. Her voice lingered in my mind, and I cried.
***
“I don’t like you being off medication altogether, however, the introduction of external stimuli seems to be working better than any medication we’ve tried in the past few
weeks.”
“That’s what I’ve been trying to tell you. Jess and Joseph are better than any wonder drug. Everything is different now that I have a son. And, Doc, he’s so amazing –”
My words were cut short by a new white-coat, one I’d never seen before.
“How’s the patient today?” he asked while flipping through my chart.
“Look, Doc, I don’t need another shrink,” I said.
“He seems to be responding well to the external stimuli experiment,” my doctor
said, handing over the notes he’d been reviewing.
The new guy nodded in contemplation. “Administering in trial doses still? His
response is good. I think we should up it and possibly add in a new antipsychotic.”
“No!” I demanded. “I just got finished saying that I don’t need any damned meds.”
***
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The feeling of cold steel in my hands made my eyes open, and the gun was shining
within them like an answer to my prayers.
“You will not get away with this,” I said, so calmly I surprised myself. Realizing
my loaded hands were no longer bound instilled in me a new confidence, and I aimed the
gun at my captor. “You’re going to pay.”
Without another word, I dispensed the remainder of the magazine straight at Its
head. The last shot echoed in the tiny space along with the victorious laughter of the stillstanding being.
“You missed,” It mocked. “Come on, Joe. You’ll have to do better than that to kill
me.”
And if that mockingbird don’t sing. Jess’s voice played through my head again and I
knew, whatever it took, I had to kill it. It was the last thing I could do for Jess and Joseph.
If I was going to die, It was coming with me.
I jumped to my feet, reared back, and swung. My knuckles shattered as they
collided with the cavernous walls, but it did not stop me. “Who are you?” I screamed in
frustration as I swung again and again, always just missing the target and pummeling my
prison and my fists.
***
The two white-coats talked about me as if I were not even in the room, as if I were
a dead body in the morgue and they were deciding how to cut me for my autopsy.
“I do not think the introduction of a new drug will help with his current condition.”
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“Thank you, Doc,” I said, smugly.
“If he’s showing signs of response, those misfiring synapses need to be addressed
before it becomes an issue again,” the drug-pusher argued back. “I think it would be beneficial to begin treatment again.”
“He was doing so well and really wanted off medication. I think we should try to
honor his wishes while we can. The responses we are getting are not due to any medication, and I believe we should continue on the course that has proven most effective so far,
at least until he wakes.”

“Why did you choose me?”
“I didn’t choose you, Joe. You chose me. So come get me. Have your revenge. I
shot your wife and son. You want to see me dead! You need to see me dead.”
Rage seared me with Its words. With my mangled hands, I picked up a fallen
shard of the rocky wall, pulled my shoulders upright, and charged. I grabbed hold of It
this time and thrust the jagged rock through Its abdomen. As I pulled my hand from the
bloody cavity, I met the face that watched Its death with excited eyes.
My eyes.
I stumbled backwards, trying to comprehend what exactly I was looking at.
This thing with my eyes, wearing my face, exposed a pleased snarl, blood pouring
from the corners of Its upturned lips as It spoke.
“Now you know who I am. Now you know who you are.”
***
“Wakes? Doc, what is he talking about?”
“Do you think he deserves to have his wishes honored after what he did?”
“Doc,” I asked, “what is he …. After what I did? What –”
“It was because of his lapse in medication. He was not himself. He allowed the
darkness to take over and win,” my doctor said. “He was doing so well he thought he
didn’t need medicine anymore. He just wanted a better life without drugs. Have a bit of
sympathy for him.”
“Sympathy? He deserves to be where his family is. He does not deserve sympathy.”
My chest squeezed like vice grips, cutting off my air. What were they talking
about? What happened? Where was my family?
“Doc?” I said, breathless. “Doctor?” I screamed, but he paid me no mind, like he
could not hear me, like I was not there.
I suddenly realized I couldn’t move.
What’s happening? Where’s Jess? Why can’t I move? Why – An image flashed through
my mind. Jess? Jess! No, they aren’t–
“I just can’t believe he killed both of them and then failed at killing himself.”
Killed…no, no! My head was reeling with horrific images.
Oh God. No.
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***
The metallic taste of blood filled my mouth. I touched the chunk of glass protruding from my stomach as the memories crushed me. Jess’s voice impaled my mind. “Joe,
please!” she begged in gasping cries. “Please stop it!” Her panicked eyes were soaked in
tears. “You’re scaring the baby!” My son’s shaky newborn cries begged in innocence. I saw
the closet, the black safe, and myself placing my finger onto the censor to get my …. My
knees buckled.
The white tiles beneath my knees transformed into a black pool, which slithered
around shards of mirror reflecting a thousand broken faces of a murderer. The twisted faces
splintered and reformed as they all laughed and called my name.
Soulless eyes stared with victory from the slice of mirror remaining on the wall.
It thought It won. But I killed It.
I won.
I smirked proudly at the face watching me while everything became shrouded in
darkness, and in a bloody gurgle choked out, “I won, you Fucker. I won.”
***
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“I think if we can get him to come back to us, we could learn a lot from Mr. Andrews about how this type of schizophrenia affects the mind. You see he even opens his
eyes when she sings,” my doctor said to the guy walking my way and pulling one of those
pen lights from his coat pocket.
“I want to know how his wife and son ended up with fatal bullet wounds and he
got away with two broken hands and a piece of mirror in his abdomen when there were
thirteen bullet holes in that bathroom.” His coffee breath burned my nose as he shined that
little light right into my eye. “I just can’t understand why he didn’t just shoot himself when
he had the means to do so.”
I wanted to blink but couldn’t. I wanted to get up and run, but I couldn’t, and as
that little light switched to my other eye, I began to put the pieces together.
“Let’s see if we can get him to wake up and tell us what happened in his reality
that day.” The doctor sat back and returned the pen light to his coat pocket. “Start playing
the recording on a loop. If this video of his wife singing to their son is making something
in his brain recognize and respond, then play it. Why should he get to rest peacefully?”
Video?
Then it all hit me.
No, no, no, this isn’t happening. God, please, no, please tell me I didn’t….Please don’t!
I can’t live this again! No, Doctor, please, this can’t be real. I can’t go through it all again! I
can’t–
Hush little baby, don’t say a word, mama’s gonna buy you a…
Joe? Joe, hon? Are you ok?
I saw Jess’s lips moving, but all I could hear were the sing-song words that made my
skin crawl.
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Skeleton Side Profile
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Allison Carubba

Gr a ph i t e a n d E b on y P e nc i l
18 x 2 4
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Creole Girl
E l i s a To r o G a u t h r e a u x
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O i l Pa i n t i ng on C a n va s
2 4 x 36
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De ta i l
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Matilde the Altruist
Be li n da Flores S h i nsh ill as
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Ch a rc oa l on A rc h i va l Pa pe r
22 x 30
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Maddie
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Be li n da Flores S h i nsh ill as

Ch a rc oa l on A rc h i va l pa pe r
22 x 27
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La Catrina
Be li n da Flores S h i nsh ill as
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Ch a rc oa l on A rc h i va l Pa pe r
22 x 30
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Cuba, You White-Haired Mother
Cuba, you white-haired mother,
leaning over the window sill,
breezes curling your locks.
Of ages past you passed me by,
so early stumbled from your grasp.
Gone are those soft cotton ages
whose rough linens lost all reflections.
No longer a corner buffed by your hand,
no face to encourage each step,
your shores have fallen.
Fallen under shifting sands, water logged,
they form inconspicuous garden dirt.
Oh celestial beings! Let me grow some comfort here,
here that was once the whole.
Oh you Cuba! My white haired-mother, blow your breezes far,
and farther yet, yet that they may reach those that have forgotten.
Leave not your children as you recede,
but let your silver tipped waves carry us home,
where white locks beckoned us all.
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Carved in Stone
C o u r t n e y Wa rr e n
If only the future was carved in stone
the way the past seems to be.
Names mechanically cut into a grave,
a life well ended—their only legacy.
Give me the chance to set my future straight.
Present days would be spent carving my life away,
etching dreams and to-be’s into immortal relief,
sculpting a proud monument of me.
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Cold stone will fight to keep its amorphous state—
My fingers will bleed, my back will break,
my body will hunch like a question.
My will shall be stronger, my chisel shall
chip
scrape
puncture
stone—carving the paths I have yet to take.
No storm of chance, no erosion of time
will dare deface that priceless piece.
Though not of gold, it shines as bright—
serving as a beacon for me.
Should the monument I carved ever be unearthed—
excavated from a tomb of time,
I hope some chisel will have
chipped
scraped
punctured
nothing but victories onto that grave of mine.
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Casting a Line
Jensin Lopez
The river’s ablaze in the dawdling sun’s evening light.
Two bodies bake in stiff heat,
relieved only by passing cars’ pantings; heavy, brief.
His beady eyes, almost
lost under perspiring brows,
stare at his bobber’s rhythmic bobbing
against slow current, against—
Plunk
Plip, plunk
ripples of physical echoes left by sinking stone.
“Fish ain’t gonna bite.”
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A tiny hand rolls a rough-faced rock.
Small shoulders shrug.
Plunk
“Fishes never bite.”
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Comfort in Darkness
K nyl a H ouston
There’s comfort in darkness
A place in which light is dismayed
Which interrupts the black blanket that never fades
Where your heart, mind, and body can afford a pause from reality
With no combating influences to interject with fallacy
When your imagination creates happiness within your reach
To grasp that thing you’ve been longing for
And it pounds your heart with every beat
Isolated to become united as one
To seize the moment of peace where the
Facade is dismembered and pretending is done
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There’s comfort in darkness
Without questions, criticism, and review
Where one can emerge through the cracks of renew
Reflection becomes eminent in the preparation for tomorrow
Creating optimism instead of sorrow
Completely relaxed and mentally naked
Vulnerable to be understood and not mistaken
Having not attained what you think
Hoping the perplexity of the moment doesn’t shrink
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People and Beasts
R.S. Michele
Without an introduction
Perceiving one as a feast.
Some of us are best as people,
Some of us are best as beasts.
The Gentle,
Let your eyes be open for you to see.
I heard of some like you
And I heard of some like me.
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The Wicked,
Seeks to ravish you gently.
I heard of some who were people
And
I heard of some who were beasts.
The predator set upon his prey,
Knew when opportunity was seized.
I heard of some like you
And I heard of some like me.
The best of lures
Are invisible,
For the eyes to see.
I heard of some who were people
And
I heard of some who were beasts.
Scars and wounds,
Transformed roles.
I heard of the people
who became beast from the cold.
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Cold As
R.S. Michele
Inside my rib’s cove
Cries a heart of solitude
Envying the warmth of love.
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Blood Roses
T a n ya K r a m e r
He brought me roses
Of every color
But every time
I touched them
They would
Wither and die
We could not
Fathom why
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So one day
He cut
My pretty skin
And let the blood
Flow into a vase
And he stuck
The roses in
Letting them
Drink of me
So greedily
The flowers sprang
To life
So he made
More cuts
And brought me
More roses
Until my room
Overflowed with
Red roses
And my skin
Was covered
With red cuts
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The Question
T a n ya K r a m e r
Are you happy?
You would ask
With voice deceptively sweet.
The question
Always left me
Breathless.
And my throat
And eyes
Would suddenly feel heavy.
And the only
Response I could give
Was yes.
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But one day
You whispered
The question to me.
And when I turned
To answer
You were gone.
I said
The same
Word—yes.
And felt
All the same
Things
But you did not return.
Time passed
And one night
Through the darkness
I heard
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Your voice
As you whispered
The question once more.
And I turned
To look into
Your eyes.
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But this time
I did not know
The answer.
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Greener on the Other Side
E v e ly n D av i s
I.
I sometimes feel like a cinder block
is holding me down while I am drowning.
I scream, yet no one hears me. Watching life
pass in a television screen, as the other kids
experience adulthood. My nose in a book as an
escape. Imagining fictional realities, wishing of
a new family. Full of love. What is it?
Questioning future ambitions if death will sneak up one day.
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II.
Listen, these words of a dead girl.
Dissolving into thin air while erosion
destroys new yolk. Generations, racism
clap back into present—past hope. What is
equality? One can see the pain, yet
breathes in the fumes of society’s
etiquette. Bullying, terrorist attacks of weak
people fighting back.
III.
Ignorance is bliss flowing
throughout the waters of
the richest land. Greed casts a
shadow of status, pitying
suicide versus believing. I see
the masks, painting smiles of
innocence. I show my scars, yet
a doubting Thomas still arises.
IV.
Nine, seven, five, one.
Click—bang, it’s done.
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Red Hands
Sa m antha Reine
Pick up the bone and pencil,
Listen to them crave,
Put their wants to paper,
Be brave, brave, brave.
Devil is a settler here,
Water cools the burn.
Listen to the forest crackle,
Learn, learn, learn.
Open up the paper town,
Crash the planes into oceans.
Heavy is the feast of kings,
Portions, portions, portions.

				
Singing is the key to madness,
				Watch the leader stumble,
				Ignorant, happy city will
				Crumble, crumble, crumble.
						Pockets full of dandelions
						Slither from their greed,
						
Listen to the want of beggars
						
Need, need, need.
				Broken is the ordinary,
				
Man has lost his touch,
				
Hold the little heart beat birdy,
				Clutch, clutch, clutch.
		
		
		
		

Figure out the knife and killer,
Slip into the rush,
Money calms the angry antlers,
Hush, hush, hush.

Castles are abundant here,
Built of salt and sands,
That gun is fully loaded,
But it quivers in my red hands.
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People Are Poison
Sa m antha Reine
There once was a fox,
Who was warned of great sorrow,
To beware the dark horse,
That would come on the morrow.
But the fox did not cower,
And instead pressed forward,
He a harbinger
And she a horror.
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Terror Made Me Cruel
Sa m antha Reine
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They say there was a lioness,
Who could slay with just her gaze.
Come near her boys and make a threat,
And know men die in many ways.
For she is fierce but gentle yet,
With eyes like golden spires.
Her hair is dark like winter bark,
And she’s the dream of men’s desires.
But be warned, young soul, before you approach,
And make sure to watch your feet,
For she knows there’s more to the monster’s game,
And the victor has longer teeth.
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On the Eve
K e i rr e T a l b e r t

The wick is lit
I evade with the quickest sprint
We survey with the thickest grins
But we know how this could end
Lacking digits
My casket filling
And hatching spirits
Can’t happen. Will it?
Of course it does
It topples over
Sparks fly toward me
15/16 - VOL 4

I cross my arms atop my heart
I anticipate the shield will work
Whistles screech until the burst
Colors spray and fill the earth.
I only feel the hurt
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Gravity
K e i rr e T a l b e r t
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It slips from your grasp.
You don’t know where it will land
But it’s falling on you.
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Eyes Wide Open
Cabrina Gordon
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Your lips are pink
Cotton Candy. I’ve seen them before,
while I pondered whether I should press mine
against yours. I’ve also seen
your eyes. They’re big
puddles of mud, sparkling
with an intense desire,
for you’re no longer satisfied with just
chaste, one-armed hugs,
loose hand—holding on the journey to class,
or the sweet emoji signing each text message
I send you. No, you want the real thing
and that terrifies me. “Lip locking
is overrated,” I insist.
“How do you know if you’ve never tried it?” you shoot back.
I don’t know how to answer that.
We sit on a bench,
tension simmering between us. I sit
forward, my eyes surveying the crowded courtyard.
My feet kick nervously,
indecisively. My heart pounds
out of my chest. I lick
my dry, naked lips. You sit
mere inches away, and I feel
your gaze burning through me.
I can’t bring myself to
look at you. Then, without warning,
your hand brushes against my thigh. I feel
electricity. I spot your unapologetic
smile in my peripheral. Suddenly,
the havoc of my hormones
is too much to ignore.
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“Why can’t we?” you blurt out.
“I don’t know,” I reply. “Maybe
after the bell rings.” Then
the bell rings. “Now?” you ask expectantly.
I steal a glance at you, but quickly recoil
at your puckered lips. “It looks so
weird,” I pout. “What if I’m not good at it?”
“It’ll be my first time, too,” you remind me.
I say nothing. Your hand crawls
across my stomach. I turn to
look at you again, but
I don’t see you staring back at me. Instead,
I see the top of your smooth head
and a soft, unfamiliar twinge
against my mouth.
My eyes are wide open.
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The Chosen One
Sar ah Bord e lon
Two blossoms sprouted in a mellow field
And I could not embrace but one
And one hand, not the other healed
And I pondered on which could shield
To a broken heart of affection
Then I looked further, both rare
And maybe the bud grew a little more
Because it was so wise, the future once a scare
But though I knew beauty was a snare,
Both served true to my inner core
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And on the morning dew, they identically sprout
In petals no thorn has bruised
I picked the other for another, different another route!
I knew both, but I still showed a doubt
Because of the past being used
In the horizon I looked at the sky
And thought life treated me so kind
Two blossoms sprouted in a mellow field, and I—
I took but only one, the one without I would cry
And that bud’s love was unconfined
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Speaking Silence
A soul doesn’t love silence,
That crushes the bones of a wandering heart,
And one’s thoughts flood thee,
Infecting the harmony of humanity.
The destruction of a screen serves as the barrier
Of which I have dropped a few too many times,
So many times that the cracks speak,
But they cover the blemishes of the broken
To satisfy the culture’s demands. The keys are imprinted
With the touch of love or the touch of hate,
But at the time of putting it away, we seem to just feel isolated.
I sent my friend a short message over the air,
And at that moment we were sitting silent in the same room
And the connection that once spoke was now quiet.
We keep this device between our mouth and ears
To fulfill our desire that is hard to fill
And some chatter is positive and some so negative.
We have to trade a smile for a smirk
“Lol”
We tire our eyes with the bright light,
Maybe just to pass time,
And too tired to speak,
But what if we broke the silence of
She is a rose and she is a thorn.
Instead of the sound of keys,
Listen to the spoken whispers of a tender voice
“You are worthy, you are more”
And I can’t help but wonder
If the words were uttered under the quietest breath
Could they actually hear? Would they question
If they really were worthy?
Before I puncture the button, I would like to know
What I was sewing together or apart
And to know the thread that will combine into one.
A soul doesn’t love silence,
But tends to love the barrier that separates.
But it’s not my volume to lower,
And I rather if one could see it(?) for themselves. We
All grasp firmly onto the plastic
Attempting to suture the wound, like a doctor with no intellect.
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The movement of robots, is what it seems to me,
Not out of loneliness only, but out of the silencing of speech.
We will not let out our emotion
And we like the thought that it covers our burdens.
Maybe one day we say, “Hey, aren’t we just speaking silence?”
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Drip—Drip—
The axe swung and smacked the pieces of timber
And made splinters that surrounded the wet ground.
The fresh bark brought a syrupy scent when the breeze blew
And from there those who looked around saw several
Tall trees swarm the dark depths of the wild woods
Under the fall forecast of cloudiness,
And the axe swung and smacked, swung and smacked,
As it cracked the countless loads of wood
And nothing occurred: the fine wood was all but finished.
Take a break, I wish they might have uttered
To please the child by giving him a moment
To rest his tiring hands.
His mother yelled with a quiet voice
That dinner was ready. At the word, the axe,
As if to prove axes knew what dinner meant,
Met with bruised hands upon the stump
With the force of the father behind it.
The eyes of him were blind to the calloused hands.
The child’s first outcry was a muted laugh,
As he gazed at the father while holding up his hand,
Half in disbelief, but half as if to keep
The pain from dripping. Then the boy axed him,
Even though he already knew
“What will happen now, father?”
The young heart paced. “Don’t let him cut off my hand—
The doctor. Don’t let him mother!”
But the life was already run dry.
The doctor filled his veins with a quieting treatment.
He tried to jerk the tears
And then—the father at his slowed breathing
Looked cold-blooded. His mother listened to
Her tears hit the ground. Drip—drip—drip—
No more tissues to blot the sorrow. And the father,
Since he was not the one silenced, continued speaking.
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Normal
J u l i a Ga i n es
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You’re not destroying yourself!
Hey, hatred is just the norm of the day.
Good people don’t need a voice.
They’re nothing but a nuisance,
A waste of your time.
Just worry about yourself.
Don’t worry about anyone else’s grief.
Don’t empathize with anyone else’s pain.
They’ll just bring you down with them anyway.
They don’t know your life, your struggles, or your choices.
Let them fend for themselves.
It’s their problem if they die in the process.
None of your concern.
You can’t tear yourself apart for them.
You have your own issues to worry about.
How come no one notices how hungry you are?
Just look at this.
A whole fridge of food and not one thing to eat.
How come no one notices how poor you are?
He hasn’t paid you that money yet.
There’s no way to go shopping under these conditions.
How come no one notices how forgotten you are?
She didn’t even bother inviting you.
That must be some party if you can’t go.
How come no one notices how scared you are?
She doesn’t look or talk or act like you.
That race doesn’t belong in your country.
How come no one notices how trapped you are?
He doesn’t have near as much money as he said.
You’ll be a laughingstock with your friends.
It’s as if everyone else’s problems matter more than yours.
Who cares about those stupid kids and animals?
		
They’ll die off soon enough.
Who care about those families?
		
They never mattered to begin with.
Who cares about those foreigners?
		
They shouldn’t have intruded on your land.
			
No cares if they were here first.
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So get rid of them already.
Everyone will take your side.
You’ve always been the victim.
They just never bothered to see it.
So just eliminate the problem.
They’re guilty anyway.
Everybody being a goody two-shoes,
Talking about equality and fair treatment.
Why is that even a thing?
It doesn’t matter how they’re treated.
They need to go.
So keep that mentality.
You’re the only one that matters.
You’ve got everything you want.
You still need more.
So blast them down, shoot them up, and blow them out.
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You’re the only one that matters.
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Unearthed
R ach a e l Joh nso n
I didn’t fall in love with the color of your eyes,
I fell in love with the eyes that belonged to you.
My head in the clouds,
I was always the kind of girl who was searching.
Bright, no better hue than a clear noon sky.
You showed me earth,
Fostering a forest.
I met the gaze of what it meant to be grounded.
To be sure.
You brought me down to earth,
Showed me colors intermingled like I’d never seen.
Brown and blue and red flutter through autumn forest raindrops.
Mirrored paths of noon-sky rush and wash through the ground.
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I took the only seed I had, and planted it with you.
But the sunset colors dancing across the sky
Faded to black as I began to water it.
This was not the season for growing hope.
Still your earthen-forest eyes showed me color in the night.
While bright-light speckled stars showed me,
Not all was lost.
Head no longer in the clouds.
Feet no longer on the ground.
I can still look up to the bright noon-sky.
I can still gaze into your earthen-forest eyes.
Caught,
Falling somewhere in the middle.
I am falling in love with the color of my own eyes.
I am grounded growing upward.
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Underground
The whining of the train against the tracks grew louder until with a screech it stopped. Passengers flooded out free from their former confinement ready to embark on the journey at
the end of their destination.
You put your hands on my shoulders. “Don’t get upset” You said with a smile. “This isn’t
goodbye ya know. This is just I’ll see you later. It’s only a year. I’ll get breaks. You have
weekends. It’ll be like we’re right down the street again.”
“I know. We’ll visit. You’ll be back.” I tried to smile through my disbelief. I’ve seen this
cliché scene a hundred times on movie screens. They say goodbye at the subway and you’re
heartbroken just to see them reunite in the end.
If only our story could have ended that way.
Maybe it was because we were best friends and not lovers.
Maybe the universe has something against a woman loving a man like a brother.
It could have been the cold heartless cement walls that drained the air of its warmth. Or just
that we were saying goodbye. Maybe it was just me, but something didn’t feel quite right.
We stood in the dim artificial light. It was a lie, trying to tell me the sun was there when I
knew I was underground. Two minutes felt like only one more second as strangers walked
past and you waited one moment more to walk away. “I’ll see you soon.” An artificial promise escaped from your lips as we silently said our not goodbyes.
You stepped onto the train. I watched as it pulled you away, farther underground than you
had ever been before.
That was the moment one year turned into eternity.
I walked back to the surface.
Or at least I tried.
The light of the sun shone dim through the bleakness of the clouds.
***
It’s been a year to the day and you’re still underground. The daises remind me that the
beginning of your journey didn’t allow for a destination. Your cold cement blossom echoes
the day you left and lets this lifeless garden know you’ll never make it back to the surface.
It was such a short list, only six names long, but you were on it. I didn’t want to believe it at
first. I told myself you would be back. I wanted my friend back. I wanted my brother back.
I wanted you on the surface where you belong.
The clouds that covered the sky a year ago are slowly beginning to move along. The sun still
shines out dimly but at least it’s not artificial. I’m making my way back to the surface, but
you’re still stuck underground.
Was it really a lie? Or was it the smallest ray of hope trying to break through from the surface? “I’ll see you soon”
We’ll see ...
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